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Following a13-5 OVC season record, the
volleyball team headed to Cookeville,
Tenn., Thursday for the OVC tournament
with hopes of advancing to today's semifinals Qame aQainst Morehead State University, 18.

Check out the media section of thenews.org for your
favorite videos from
throughout the semester.

Keeping a healthy lifestyle isn't
always easy. Check out our health
section, beginning on 9A. for tips on
how to stay on track health-wise,
and see what University programs
are doing in the health field.
-

-

-

-
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Regents extend contract, talk enrollment
Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor
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A meeting of overall agreement among members, Murray
State's Board of Regents took
place Friday at 1 p.m. in Pogue
Ubrary.
After a lS·minute closed session, the Board announced the
one-year extension of University President Randy Dunn's contract until 20U.
"I really appreciate the Board's
support and vote of confidence," Dunn said. "We're real·
ly trying to get a number of
things accomplished for the betterment and improvement of
the University in keeping the
prominence and quality. I'm just
very heartened by the Board's
endorsement in that work."
Among these accomplishments, associate vice president
for Institutional Advancement
Bob Jackson announced the $1
million endowment from BB&T
to the University's college of
Business and Public Affairs.
The endowment will assist in
the construction of a techno log·
ically savvy, high-tech Financial
Services Center visible from

university
President

"I really appreciate the Board's support
and vote of confidence. We're really trying
to get a number of things accomplished for
the betterment and improvement of the
University in keeping the prominence and
quality. I'mjust very heartened by the
Board's endorsement in that work."

16th Street and aesthetically
pleasing to prospective business
students touring the campus.
"We have worked very hard
and very closely with the BB&T
Foundation," Jackson said.
"(The endowment's) really
going to enhance the college."
Passing motion after motion
unanimously, the Board agreed
to the establishment of a special
Regents task force to discuss the
long-term planning of new farm
facilities for the University.
Dunn said the idea of the task
force came before former president King Alexander's tenure,
would benefit the University.
"They're not going to give us
a brand new lab, but they may
look at a way to get us some

significant support," Dunn said.
Also discussed during the
meeting was the recent University enrollment report.
The total of full-time undergraduate students from all campuses decreased 182 students
from 2007 to 2008, while the
number of full-time graduate
students increased by 48.
Though enrollment statistics
show changes among several
demographics, Alison Marshall.
interim director for Enrollment
Management, said the report
only indicates the progress of
the previous year.
"This does not reflect the new
recruitment efforts," Marshall
said
With initiatives including a

new scholarship grid, innovative recruitment software,
increased emphasis on urban
cities in the area such as Chica·
go and Nashville, Tenn., and a
partnership with the Office of
Undergraduate
Admissions,
Marshall said enrollment numbers would see an upward turn
in the future.
Regent Marilyn Buchanan
said she was concerned about
the apparent decrease of students over the years.
"We've
got
problems,"
Buchanan said. "We're down
about 900 students.... The flagship campus has to carry some
weight."
Vice president for Student
Affairs Don Robertson said he
attributed the decrease to high
school matriculation rates.
"There's more competition
for the students who are graduating," Robertson said. "We are
aware and developing strategies."
Dunn said he agreed and continued his endorsement of the
expansion with a new Paducah
campus.
"What I'm concerned with is
the trajectory that has been

s

Murray State only public
Kentucky university ranked
in Kiplinger's Top 100
AmaDda Crider
Staff writer
For the fourth consecutive
year, Kiplinger has named
Murray State as one of the top
100 public universities in the
nation.
Kiplinger's announcement
is one in a long line of national recognition for Murray
State. Earlier this semester,
Murray State was listed as
one of America's Best Colleges by U.S. News & World
Report for the 18th consecutive year. In addition, the University received the honor of
being listed as one of" America's Best Colleges" by
Forbes.com.
According to kiplinger.com,
Kiplinger is a publisher of
personal finance ideas and
advice, as well as company
forecasts. The two most popular publications of Kiplinger
are the weekly "The Kiplinger
Letter" and the monthly
"Kiplinger's
Personal
Finance" magazine.
This year, Murray State is
Kentucky's only university to
be mentioned on the list,
whose results are based on a
combination of academics
and tuition from more than
500 institutions.
The University was ranked
second based on out-of-state
tuition, third based on out-ofstate tuition after financial aid
and in the top 15 universities
for in-state tuition. It was

ranked 99th overall.
Bethany Fisher, sophomore
from Hudson, Ill., said
although she was not aware of
the rankings, Murray State's
out-of-state tuition helped her
make the decision of what
institution to attend after high
school.
"The out-of-state tuition
here is cheaper than the instate tuition of many of the
schools at home," Fisher said.
"Although it's not the main
reason I came here, the
tuition is one of the factors
since; it's less expensive for
me."
According to a press
release, Murray State Presi·
dent Randy Dunn said he was
excited about the national
recognition.
"The Kiplinger ranking is
important to us as we continue to spread the word about
the value we offer our students," Dunn said. "We have
been able to keep our tuition
cost affordable, yet we con tin·
ue to build new buildings and
programs. add scholarships
and develop the minds of outstanding future graduates.
"This kind of national
recognition. year after year,
underscores the University's
dedication to providing a top
quality education that delivers value for our students'
investments."
Amanda Crider can be
reached at amanda.crider@
murraystate.edu.

Residential college discusses split
Davlcl Borum
Staff writer
ln 1996, Murray State was the
first pubic university in the U.S.
to incorporate a residential college program. Since then Murray
State assigned every student. faculty and staff member to one of
its eight residential colleges.
Don Robertson, vice president
for Student Affairs, said breaking
down the University into eight
smaller sub-units under the residential college program provides
students with more "ways to get
involved and more leadership
opportunities."
With the residential college
system there are more than 3,000
opportunities for student involvement each year, but one element
of Murray State's program is
problematic.
The Springer-Franklin Residential College was included in
the residential college program as
a dual college under the supervision of one residential director
and fu nded by one budget.
Robertson said be has recently
requested Ann Landini, head of
Hart College and chair of the

Former
Racer
basketball
players
charged
with drugs

Partly cloudy

Sunday

.,

declining," Dunn said. "The
growth of this University is
goi'ng to be in the extended campuses and online."
Regent Bill Adams said he
attributed Murray State's high
ranking in Kiplinger's to its
worth and affordability.
''We're selling a quality product at a quality price in hard,
economic times," Adams said.
Dunn also discussed the University's fiscal future following
Beshear's announcement of the
Commonwealth's shortfall of
$300 million.
"We don't know what that
might mean for this campus,"
Dunn said. "We're going to have
to think carefully about that."
Deliberating and motioning
through reports, Dunn said he
appreciated the efforts of the
University community.
"It's never the president,'"
Dunn said. "It's all of the people,
the faculty, the staff the students who are getting these
good things accomplished and
I'm just glad to be a part of it
and hope 1 can help out at alL
I've been very grateful."
Robin l'helps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

Council of College Heads, form a
lQ-member task force to consider
the possibility of a split.
"We have considered this possibility for a long time because
there is only one college head
working with two residential college councils and two residential
directors, all the while managing
two separate buildings," Landini
said. "The task force is designed
to provide us with the opportunity to explore options."
Landini .said there is nothing
concrete yet and it will take
efforts beyond the potential of the
task force. She said there is a high
probability of a split, but "when it
happens will depend on the budget."
Jordan Snow, senior from Mayfield, Ky., and residential adviser
in Springer-Franklin, said he bad
more optimism regarding the possible split.
"1 don't think it is any longer
the possible split, it's the split
we've already initiated," Snow
said. "It has been on tip of everybody's tongue and in the back of
everybody's mind. Now we're
actually doing what we can to get
it done."

Staff report
A man was arrested Tuesday on
drug charges and another man was
charged with possession of marijuana
following an ongoing investigation.
Bruce Carter, nonstudent from
Mu rray, and Marvin Williams, sophomore from Lake Wales, Fla., both former Racer basketball players. were
charged after Carter allegedly sold
about 100 ecstasy pills to undercover
agents from the Pennyrile Narcotics
Task Force before attempting to flee
on foot.
The Murray Police Department,

Snow said though SpringerFrailklin is still an important element of a the residential college
program, it has room for improvements.
"There is a lot of inconsistencies with us compared with other
residential colleges because we
have to .share a budget and share
responsibilities," Snow said. "It's
to the point that our leadership is
often confused with who is actually accountable for what."
Landini said one of the biggest
advantages of a split, in addition
to new facilities, is the implementation of a new tradition at Murray State.
"There would be two colleges
opposed to one, meaning there
would be that much more opportunity for student involvement
and leadership," Landini said.
"More importantly, each college
will develop a new set of traditions, a new legacy. including the
adoption of a new flag. new colors
and a new mascot. It would be a
really interesting experience for
the students who have the opportunity to be involved."
David Borum can be reached at
david.borum@nw"aystate.edu.

Calloway County Sheriffs office and
Public Safety assisted with the pursuit.
Carter, 23, was charged with two
counts of first degree trafficking of a
controlled substance and fleeing
police. His arrest led police to a Coldwater Road residence where police
charged Williams, 21, with possession
of marijuana. The narcotics are estimated to be worth more then $5,000.
Carter played as a guard and
Williams played as a forward for the
Racers during the 2007-2008 basketball season. Murray State athletics
declined to comment. saying the two
men are no longer part of the department
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Spurgin Rifle Range, £tee
-6 p.m. Annual HoUclay Art Auc·
tioo: Price Doyle FiDe Arts Center
CJ.,. M. ~e Art Gall~
•7:30 p& "Goddpeel;" Rbbert E.
obnsOo Thea~ tkbtj $12 gen-

eral, $UHaculty altd staff, students
fr• witb Racertard
•Doof' ...Earl~blrd applications
for the Fall .2009 in Regensburg
Program are due to the Study
Abroad Office in Woods Hall

State; Roy Stewart Stadium. free
"'p.m. Men's basketball vs. West·
em Kentucky University; RSEC,
fr~

•

,

\Ill.

Currls Center tarse
free

..
Ballroom,

•.2 p.m. College Rodeo matinee
EXPO Ceat!r, $&
adults. $5 studeots
•2:30 ,.... ~;"' Robert E.
Jolmsan ~tickets SU ~eral, $10 ~--· ttQdents
free With~
pe~forlll8114'le;

•7:30 p.m. ..Godspell;" RObert E.
Johnson Theatre, tickets $12 ~n·
era~ $10 faculty and staff, students
free with Racercard

Monday

~~·'!.

Today
·7 p.m. Kaci
Bolls; Lovett
Live Onstage
Series Lovett
Auditorium. $10
at RSEC or at
ticketmaster.
com

:
ter Barkley Room; open to public
•6:30 p.m. Vagina Monologues
auditions; Curris Center Barkle

Room; eods at 8:30 p.m.
•1 p.m. QJ.aad State Junior Band
:Pe#ival; LOvett Audit~rium, free
•1:30 p.m. Mitibtry Open To All
Blllt Study; 1606 Poplar St.: open

topablk

J'horo Couni'Sy of mysp.tce.com

Coming Up
•Nov. 29: Men's basketball vs. Sl
catherine; 7 p.m~ RSEC. free

TbanksgiviDg Break
•12:20 p.m. Homemade lunch; J;K:J&, $1
•6:30 p.m. Belly dancing class; Carr
Health Dance Studio; call 809·3140 to
reserve ll spot

•Dec. 2: HanglnQ of the Green; 7 pm~
Curris Center second floor. free and

open to the public
•Dec. 5: MadriQal Dinner; 6:30p.m.; Ordway Halt tickets can be purchased at
Price Doyle fine Arts Center; room 504

Police
Beat
'" Nov.l3
12:12 a.m. A caller from Richmond College reported a stop
sign located on Gilbert Graves
Drive was missing screws and
hanging down.
1:16 a.m. A caller from College
Courts report someone making
loud noises in an apartment on
the 600 block. The resident
advisor on duty contacted the
person who was playing the
violin and told the resident to
• practice earlier during the day.
1:23 p.m. A caller from Waterfield Ubrary reported a stolen
laptop. An officer took a report
for theft by unlawful taking
more than $300.

Nov.l4
1:39 a.m. A resident assistant
from Franklin College requested assistance with an intoxicated student who was trying to
start a fight with another per·
son. The students w~re
requested to separate. An offi·
cer took a report.
• 2:41 p.m. Murray State Police,

,

at 17th Street and Olive Boulevard issued a citation to Royce
D. Earnest, nonstudent from
Murray, for driving with a suspended driver's license.
8:37p.m. A caller from Alexander Hall reported a suspicious
person who was possibly a
maintenance worker, walking
through the building. An officer walked through the building, but did not find the roaming person.

Nov. IS
1:23 a.m. A caller from the
Quad requested extra patrol
for a group spending the night
in tents for a fundraiscr. Officers were notified.
1:35 a.m. A Murray Stall' Police
officer at Payne and 12th
Streets requested assi~tance
from the Murray Police
Department for a assault victim. Murray Police Department was notified.
3:16 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported a person
having a seizure in front of the
building. The housing ~taff,

Emergency Medical Services
were notified and Central
Plant was requested to clean
the blood left on the concrete.
EMS transported the person to
the emergency room and an
officer took a report.

Nov.l6

If you would like an event
to appear in the This Week
section, fill out a form in the
Murray State News office at
lll Wilson Hall, fax to 809·
3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by
Wednesdays at noon. We cannot guarantee all items
received will be publish~d.

Nov.l7
6:24 a.m. A caller from
McCracken County informed
Murray State Police to look out
for a jail escapee.
1:37 p.m. Murray State Police
arrested Christopher Boaz,
freshman from Hanson, K}'·•
for impersonating a police officer.
8:26 a.m. An officer at Roy
Stewart Stadium located two
people in a vehicle. The officer
told the people to go to their
residential colleges.

12:54 a.m. A resident assistant
from Elizabeth College reported a cigarette butt lying on the
floor of the seventh floor elevator lobby. The butt appeared
to be old and did not indicate it
was put out indoors.
3:47p.m. The father of a stu- No~
dent reported his son was
•
injured while playing football li>2 a.m. A caller from Eliza·
at the Intramural Fields. A res- beth College reported a loud
ident adviser transported the party in front of the college.
student to the hospital An offi· No one was in front of the
ccr went to the emergency building upon officer's arrival.
room to take a report.
10"35 a.m. Murra)· State Police
9-.59 p.m. A caller from the arrested Jamie Bryson and Joni
bridse above Chestnut Streer · Brys9~s~~moriL~esh·
reported ~omeone throwing ma.nk resP,e«;tlvely.~t~ran·
items over the l>ridge anc\SJ.,e~r-./.',..'4J~M}J~. fJJr seten c.lmnts of
ly hit the caller's vehicle. An facilitation to commit'theft by
officer warned people not to unlawful taking more than
throw items over the bridge.
$300.

18

Nov. 16

12:49 p.m. Murray State 'Police
arrested Chad Smith, Jr.. nonstudent from Murray, for
seven counts of theft by unlaw·
ful taking more than $300, and
arrested Travis Fletcher nonstudent from Murray, for eight
counts of theft of unlawful taking more than $300.

for theft by unlawful taking
less than $300.
ll:S3 p.m. A caller from Hart
College reported someone
who may be smoking marijuana on the fifth floor. An officer
spoke with the caller, but the
person was gone upon officer's
arrival. An officer took a
report.

Nov.l9
12:10 a.m. A Racer Patrol offi·
cer from Roy Stewart Stadium
requested an Murray State
Police officer to secure the
north and northeast gates. An

Motorist assists • 0
Racer escorts - 3
Arrests- 4

of.f~ti'iCCqreJ the gata

11~ P:PL A cal(er rrom "Whfte
Collci:w J.equcsted. to speak
with an officer concerning
items missing from his or her
truck. An officer took a report

Assistant News Editor kobin
Phelps compiles Police Beat

with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.
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'Acts' shock students, bring awareness
Ashley Edwards
Editor-in·Chief

Anthony Jones, senior from Union City, Tenn.. and Murray
State Alliance president, said he was happy with how Friday's
event turned out.
"We had a fairly good amount of people that stopped and
talked with us for a while," Jones said.
Jones said he thinks students came away with a very important message.
''Gay people are just as ordinary as anyone else out there,"
]ones said. "Gay and lesbian folk do the same thing as :myonc
else and I think (the event) illustrated that in a very clear
way.''
Jody Cofer, Murray State Alliance adviser, said he was
pleased with Friday's tum-out and the student response gcn·
erated by the event.
"I was noticing how some people would obviously look
because the name caught their attention and they wanted to
see what it was about," Cofer said." ... Some kind of grinned
like they got it. They saw the point that was being made."
Cofer said there was a steady flow of traffic passing by the
Free Speech Zone. He said since the event took place, he has
received positive feedback.
"The whole point was to show people that the lesbian and
gay community are just like me and you," Cofer said. "They're
right here among us, and a lot of times, more so than not, you
don't even know until they choose to tell you. There's nothing
out of the ordinary about the lesbian and gay community."
Murray State Alliance plans to host more events throughout
the year, Jones said, and hope to bring Live Homosexual Acts
back next fall.
Ashley Edwards can be reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.

On friday, members of the Murray State Alliance performed
live homosexual acts on campus in the Free Speech Zone.
Many students were shocked, but not necessarily as the name
the event impli('S.
Students performed acts such as reading, studying and
hanging out to raise awareness about the lifestyle of gay mem·
hers of the Murray Sttltc campus.
Chris Morehead, junior from Paducah, Ky., checked out Friday's event after hearing about it through a Facebook message.
He said the event was sort of ironic because the name of the
event is shocking, but the activities are normal.
Morehead, who is gay, said while hanging out at the event he
was pleased to see several of his straight friends were com·
fortable e nough to stop and speak to him. He said be also had
friends who walked by and waved but did not stop.
"We're a u niversity and we have different cultures and
ideas," Morehead s aid. "W e're a melting pot, so people have to
be tolerant of others."
Morehead said the goal of the gay community at Murray
State is to build tolerance of their lifestyles with other students. He said this is one of many events building the foundation for tolerance before they even try to promote acceptance.
Morehead said judging by the event's turnout, he said the
Murray State community is making progress toward tolerance,
but he said it still has a ways to go.
"I think students are willing to move on and 'go forward ...
but I think the administration is so conservative it's holding us
back," Morehead said.

l olUrt·n [lf'll/ I he M·IV~

Murray State Alliance stages a demonstration In the Free Speech Zone Friday.
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Opinion Editor. Clayton Vertrees
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

Kentucky inspires retirement
New benefit policy .system motivates state employees into early retirement
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
Longtime Murray State staff members
expect to retire from their positions in late
2008 because of the sheer expense of employment.
Simply put, the state of Kentucky is cleaning house and pushing employees out to pasture sooner than expected.
Jim Baurer, Curris Center director, said he
plans to retire at the end of November and
Jack Vaughn, director of the University Bookstore, wiU opt for the end of December.
According to kyret.com, Baurer and Vaughn's retirements come as direct responses to
the Kentucky State Legislature's House Bill 1,
signed by Gov. Steve Beshear on June 27,

2008. As opposed to the past Kentucky
Employee Retirement System, which gave
retirees 2.2 percent of paid benefits based on
the highest past three years of employment,
the new plan offers a reduced benefit percentage of 2 percent based on the past five years.
Not only will the two additional years
weigh down the average available return, but
the lower benefit percentage will only continue to lower the potential dollar amount.
For employees approaching retirement
such as Vaughn and Saurer, the change
amounts to the loss of multiple years' retire·
ment earnings.
. In fact, if Vaughn or Baurer chose to retain
their positions into 2009, the two would have
to work an additional two to three years to

simply recover their losses and return to their
pre-2009 states.
Because of the statewide impact of the nt'W
retirement policy, state employees ec)lo
Vaughn and Baurer's story across Kentucky.
Imagine requesting compensatio n for a job
only to have your boss smash your hand with
a hammer. Apply thc pain in your throbbing
fingers to Kentucky state employees
approaching retirement who choose to keep
their jobs after the: New Year.
At Murray State specifically, B:1urer said
staff members began retiring at the first mention of the change in retirement systems six
months ago.
While Baurer said he had no previous plans
to retire in the ncar future, the new retirement

system gives little choice to staff like himself
and Vaughn.
The loss of Vaughn and Haurer represents a
loss of experience dating hack to the early
1960s and mid-1970s. As experienced departments members choose to retire because of
the costly ultern:Hive, Murrar State swnds to
lose invaluable contributors to Univl·rsity life
as well as academics.
The Murray State New.-; believes state
employees should have the freedom tu retire
when they choose.
Kentucky should respec t state employees'
personal determinations to maintain the ir
present careers by rethinking its lkcision to
force retirement on staff through state legislation.

what do you think•••
what is thebest wayfor studentstodestress before finals?
"Go for a long drive and listen to some
chill music."

Well. wire go""a put you out
to pasture old boy.

Alison Welch • Bellevtlle. Ill
JUn or

' Sex.'
Phil Eshleman • Gand Pral , Texa~
semor

Designate 30 minutes of your ,day to do
absolutely nothing.' ,

Zach Park • Ov.ensboro, Ky.
sophomore
Kri~t('n

Your voice

Letters

Learning to prepare for life after Murray State

Whitney
Harrod
Whitney Harrod is a
senior English major

from Louisville, Ky.

I hate tests and I especially hate the words
gregarious, eleemosynary and conflagration.
These words, and similar words in the neverspoken-in-the-real-world
category,
have
appeared in about 50 of my dreams in the last
month.
Why, you ask? I've been preparing for the
Graduate School Admissions test I took (and
barely survived) Thursday. I compare the test
to the SAT's evil older brother. In order to
attempt to attend the graduate school of my
dreams, I was forced to spend $120 of my
measly budget (funded by my News paycheck)
to sit in a cubicle at the Murray State Testing
Center for a lengthy time.
The GRE is no run-of·the mill test. Because
the test was generated on a computer, I was
adorned with snug-fitting, noise-blockin~ carphones as I sat in a tidy cubicle.
The only thing that kept me trucking through
the process was the visualization of receiving
the ever-revered acceptance letter. The daydreams that kept me going through the test
floundered slightly when I had the splendid
opportunity to immediately view the results
generated at the end of the test.
I'm a sucker for tests. Sadly, they don't seem
to like me. Like many people applying for graduate schools, standardized testing seems as difficult as laying pages out for The News at 3 a.m.
I even spent about $1,200 dollars last year.
preparing for the Law School Admissions Test.
I drove twice a week to a prep course in
Nashville, Tenn. The funny thing is, my score
barely improved from where it began. And, hell.
I no longer want to become a lawyer. I want to
become a journalist.
A conclusion I've recently drawn is standardized tests barely measure your overall aptitude

Millcriih•· Nf!w~

to succeed in the real world. A person's resume,
drive, passion and academic background should
completely trump test scores. I struggle to pinpoint the importance of these so ~ailed aptitude
assessments and the overall importance of why
we are forced to take them.
I eventually hope to land a job in the editorial business and I know three digits generated
from standardized tests do not even come close
to defying anyone's potential. Well, of course l
suppose 90th percentile test scores always
work in your favor.
I've concluded the undergraduate admissions
process doesn't hold a bar to the graduate
school admissions process. Unlike my high
school guidance counselor who held my hand
through the admissions process, I've experienced no similar hand·holding in college. The
real world - life after graduation - has already
begun. Yes, I can receive help from Career Services. but basically I've had to put on my capital
"A" game (aka the assertive game). It's been my
responsibility to shape my resume, my responsibility to request recommendation letters and
my responsibly to some how revive my algebra
skills and dig through the extraneous word closest.
I've thought long and hard if attending graduate school really is the right long-term option.
For me, it is. It's shocking to think many of my
friends are applying for "real-world" jobs. Even
though I wouldn't mind entering into a realworld job after I receive my undergraduate
degree. I still yearn for facilitated learning.
Hopefully when February comes around, I
will receive more packets than thin envelopes
containing rejection letters. I've been like a
horse in the Kentucky Derby and hopefully I'll
win the race.

Response to 'Skewed Surveys' piece
Dear Editor.
The first three times I read "Skewed Surveys" in the Nov. 14
News, I was really ticked off - mostly about the headline.
Then, I read it another three times and wondered, "What is the
point that the editorial staff is trying to make ahout thl• Nation·
al College Health Assessment?" I presume the pt)Sitive mcs·
sages the Coalition for Alcohol Risk education has been running in advertisements through out the st•mester h<tve raised
some questions. So let me try to answer what I believe some
of those questions are.
Seven hundred fift)'·One students completing a survey l)n a
campus of 10,000 is a valid sample. We would have loved to
have had more students complete the survey - approximately
4,000 students were randomly selected and asked to partici·
pate. They were scm letters and the letters were followed by
e-mails. Participants were balanced over the student classifications and were proportional to campus demographic in
regard to gender and ethnicity. Maybe in February 2009 we
will have more participation.
The spring 2008 RcfcrcnCl' Group Executive Summary has
not been released for publication br the American College
Health Association. However, I think we can draw compar·
isons from the ACHA·NCHA fall 2007 reference group consisting of 20.507 respondents from 39 campuses across the
n.1tion.
Murray State has approximately 3 percent more students
rl!porting they never use alcohol (25.8) than the reference
group.
Fifty percent of our students used alcohol I - 30 days preceding the survey compared to 61 percent of the reference
group.
Seventy-one percent of our students have more than four
drinks when they .socialize compared to 65 pt!rcent of the ref·
erence group.
Ninety-seven and seven tenths percent of uur students
reported usually doing or always doing one or more of the protective behaviors (such as alternating alcohol with non-alcoholic drinks, using a designated driver, etc.) compared to 96.8
of the reference group. The statement in The News left out
the "usually or always" section that is underlined.
-Judy Lyle. cdut•ator and staif nurse for Health Servict:s
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Should the government restrid porn?
~DCU[~
NO
YES
The First
Amendment
protects porn
Taking a position to argue
against pornography seems simple enough, but when someone is
asked to defend this form of
entertainment. you might find it is
not so easy.
Personally I'd rather not have a
friend call me 30 years from now
to tell me he saw my daughter on
the latest "Girls Gone Wild"
Video. But then again, if my
daughter were ever asked to be
the centerfold in an issue of Playboy, I'd appreciate the gesture
and compliment my daughter's
beauty.
There is a fine line between
what people consider pornography and artistic nudes. I tend to
draw the line when midgets and
goats get involved. Then again,
whatever floats your boat is cool
with me.
My point liere is that the Internet has taken porn to an entirely
new level.
My mother taught me about sex
at a young age because it is biological and she didn't want me
thinking (t was anything too
amazing or naughty. And it
worked.
Pornography never really held a
special or interesting position in
my life. It was just something else
that some people were interested
in, until l saw pterodactyl porn.
I know it's bard to explain, but I
was iowressed that someone
could actually be "turned on" by
something such as this. So I investigated the weirdest and funniest
types of fetishes l could find and
there are so many different things
on the IntenJFt nowadays it
would have taken me a lifetime to
fltld them all.
Plus, some of the things such as
masochists, are a little too intense
for me.
But I would never say ban that
from the ·Internet I would never
argue that it is not their right to do
or say the things that they are
entitled as human beings to say.
Much like the comedy shows
and comedians who say and joke
on the vilest of things without
restraint or censorship, the people
in these videos and pictures have
every right to do what they are
doing, assuming it is within the
legal restraints put in place by our
government.
One of the most recent phenomena to be spread among my
peers is the video "Two Girls, One
Cup."
After some friends showed me

Carl Buchanan
is a junior
f rqin Mayfield, Ky.

'The Breakfast Club'
After High School

Porn has no
place in civil
society

this video I couldn't bring myself
Somehow we've been condito kiss my girlfriend for a few
tioned to believe that pornogradays, much less eat any chocolate
phy is a matter of free speech,
ice cream for the next year. If that
personal freedom and privacy
is what those two girls want to do,
and that any restrictions would
however, that is what those two
undo the First Amendment. !'eogirls want to do.
pie like Larry Flynt tell us that
Due to the First Amendment,
banning it could lead us down the
they have every right to post that
wrong path. (As if the path our
video on their personal Web site
pornificd nation is already on
and charge money for it. If that is
could get any more jaded.)
how a woman has to pay her bills
Prc-Hefner America perceived
and take e&re of her fatherless
pornography to be incompatible
babies, who are we to say no?
with public decency and civility.
Sure, she could get a better job
Post-Viagra America is now pickand make something of her life,
ing up the pieces. Study after
but maybe she 4 oean't want to, ~~"~ study shows a d~ connection
and is fine maldng $100 an hour. I
between pornQgrapby use a nd
don't even make that much.
sexual crime. According to Jan
Some people pay for college by
LaRue, attorney and pornography
doing these things and it is their
expert, "86 percent of convicted
human given right.
rapists have admitted to regular
The body is a temple and a
use of pornography; 57 percent
beautiful one at that.
admitted imitating pornographic
However the inhabitant uses
scenes in the commission of their
that body is his or her choice, not
crimes." Between 1960 and 1999,
mine, not yours. Besides, nobody
"forcible rape" increased by 418
said you have to watch it.
percent according to the U.S. FBI
tJl
Index of Crime.
Gene Abel of the New York
State Psychiatric Institute studied
convicted rapists and found,
"One-third reported that they had
used pornography immediately
prior to at least one of their
crimes." Charles Linedecker,
author of "Thrill Killers, a Study
lln& coa' - ~ ---,...
of America's Most Vicious Mur2018
ders," reports 81 percent of these
............. ftlas blaknapccy
murderers ranked porn as their
primary sexual interest In 2005,
*"*www~
the U.S. Department of Justice

pecDilill...,

vas",._ •._.
...,

.......

Richard Nelson

is a policy analyst with
The Family Foundation of
Kentucky
reported 148,110 victims of rape
or sexual assault.
The idea that porn is victimless
is now about as convincing as the
idea that long-term exposure to
carcinogens isn't linked to cancer. Women become demeaned
and devalued. They are objectivized as playthings whose sole
purpose is to fulfill someone's
twisted fantasy. A certain percentage act on their fantasies, but
nearly all porn addicts are hindered from developing healthy
relationships
with
woman,
according to psychologist Gary R.
Brooks, author of "The Centerfold Syndrome." Brooks said
porn promotes distorted images
of women and fosters an obsession with visual stimulation.
Listen to how it affected one
former student at Eastern Ken·
tucky University: "Many people
think looking at pictures of naked
women is a progressive thing to
do. It's progressive all right,"
Angie• said. "It gets worse and
worse. And soon watching is not
enough." Angie dropped by her
boyfriend's apartment on campus, where she caught a glimpse
of a sex scene on TV. She confronted him, but he said it "was
just a guy thing." Later that night
that scene became Angie's worst
n ightmare as her boyfriend raped
her at gunpoint. Angie escaped
with her life, but she still bas
'
scars.
Other women aren't as fortunate as Angie.
In the 1980s, more th an 30
women died at the hands of a
porn addict whose descent into J
sexual deviancy began when he '
discovered dirty books in the
neighbor's trash. His name was
Ted Bundy and violent sexual
acts accompanied his murders.
Just before his execution in 1989
Bundy said: "There are those
loose in towns and communities,
like me, whose dangerous impulses are being fueled, day in and
day out, by violence in the media,
in its various forms - particularly
sexualized violence. T here are
lots of other kids playing in the
streets around the country today
who are going to be dead tomorrow and the next day, because
other young people are reading
and seeing the kinds of things
that are available in the media
today."
·
•last name withheld, -Defeating
Depravity," The Southeast Outlook, summer 2004
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are you going to do now
"I am going to purchase a 10MPG S~ cut large amounts of
grass and continue to drive
around in circles. I will take
the extra money I'm saving and
buy Chinese food."

"ROADTRIPI"

"I think I should drive to Alaska
and support my gal-pal Sarah.
Plus, I've also always wanted to
go whale watching."

•

"We're all pretty
bizarre. Some of us are
just better at hiding it,
that's all."
The words of the
1985 classic
high
school movie "The
Breakfast
Club"
address themes of
prejudice, judgment,
Alaina
humor and the everyZanin
day insanity of human
interaction.
Claire, Andrew. Bender, Brian and Alii·
son are pegged as their own self-fulfilling
stereotypes, as a beauty, a jock, a rebel, a
brain and a recluse. respectively.
We identify with this movie, because
we all remember the stereotypes we gave
ourselves in high school.
In college, however, these stereotypes
chan ge. They still exist, but are different
and less rampant. No one ever fits neally
into the stereotypes we label them with,
but we still do it because they exhibit ccr·
tain characteristics that makes it easy to
generalize.
I contend there are four personas that
emerge in the college years. See if you or
someone you know fits into these categories: The Non-Fr iend, The Bible·
Thumper, The Lush and the Grade Monger.
•The Non·Friend: This is the person
who does not pick up on social cues. Eye
rolling and sarcasm are lost on them.
Maybe they're in your sorority, fraterni ty or club. Regardless of how you know
them, the relationship is definitely not
voluntary or intentional. This is the per·
son who is friends with your friends, but
really no one likes them. To Dane Cook
fans: "Karen."
You can't be outwardly mean. So every
time they call, your phone is conveniently on silent. Their text and Facebook mcssages go unreturned. But they stiU somehow fllld you. They're like frickin' James
Bond. Then you're like, "Heeeey Kar, K.
K., Guys, the Karenator's, here! We were
just wondering where you were (awkward lnig). Why don't we ~1NCiny
more?" And the non·friend lives on.
•The Bible-Thumper: This stereotype
is more prevalent in the South, but can be
found in campuses across the country.
It's the guy or girl who is just a little overzealous about the religion thing. Clad in
their W W)D bracelet and "Got Jesus?"'!'shirt they can be found handing Bibles or
church flyers to unsuspecting students
trekking to class. They lecture their
friends on drinking, sex and other abominations like being a lesbian, swearing and
bearing your mid-drift. On weekends they
bit the Murray church circuit by attending three or more services. in order to get
an extra helping of judgment and guilt for
the upcoming week.
• The Lush: In their natural habitat, the
Lush can be foundion any venue or party
where alcohol is served. If it's a day that
ends in "y" then this person bad a good
reason to drink.
For girls. this means an evening out
usually ends with smeared mascara, puke
streaked over the passenger-side window
o f your car a nd at least one missing shoe.
For guys, a n ight out with a lush usually
ends with telling an officer why your
friend had to pee in the front lawn and
should not go to jail. Sometimes a lush on
Saturday night can magically morph into
a Bible-thumper by Sunday morning,
depending on how much alcohol and coffee are involved. Weird, I know.
• The Grade Monger: An equivalent of a
nerd on steroids; raises their hand in class
simply to hear the sound of their own
voice. T hey ask to do more busy work.
obsess about exams and over-study.
When tests arc passed back, they look at
yours, compare theirs and complain '
about getting a 98 percent. A butt-kisser
label doesn't do them justice: these people even annoy the professor.
While these stereotypes may be funny
and somewhat true, no one fits neatly into
any of them, just Like in "The Breakfast
Club." ·
We all have a few characteristics that
may seem bizarre or neurotic, so we
shouldn't be so harsh on those who can't
hide them as well. Look for common
ground. embrace abnormalcy and forget
the rest.
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

Write to us
T~~ M\Jray State ~ews welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers tor
venfacaijon. Please •_nclude h~metown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 500 words. The Murray State
News r~erves the nght to ed1t for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Kentucky Supreme Court Judge speaks at local school
Megan Locke
Staff writer
Bill Cunningham. a Kentucky Supreme Court Justice,
spoke at Graves County High
School Nov. 13, as a part of the
University's Regional Stewardship Initiative.
The hlstory department
sponsored the presentation,
and Cunningham addressed
the topic "Standing for Justice: The Supreme Court in
Kentucky.''
After reciting the Pledge of
Allegiance,
Cunningham
pointed out the pledge ends
with the words ''justice for
alL" He emphasized the
importance of justice in the
United States throughout his
presentation.
"We really don't understand what it means," he said.
"Each time we say it, we
pledge ourselves to justice for
all. We should all have a passion for justice."
The 2008 presidential election is also an example of justice in this country, Cunning·
ham said.
"We had two outstanding
candidates," he said.

Cunningham said Republican candidate John McCain
endured "torture and brutality" us a prisoner of war and
"continued to contribute to
this country" after his return
to the States.
'There were many reasons
to vote for him for president,''
he said. "The race of his opponent was not one of them."
He mentioned many people
he knew were hesitate to vote
for Barack Obama based on
his race alone.
"We have a' lot of work in
this country ·(to ensure) justice for all," Cunningham said.
Cunningham
also
addressed the amendments to
the United States Constitution, and how such amendments contribute to justice.
The Fourth Amendment.
which guarantees protection
for illegal searches and
seizures, is also tied to the
due process clause of the
United States Constitution.
"Every home has equal protection," he said "(lbc Fourth
Amendment) is the one place
where everyone is equaL"
Even with' the justice provided for by both the U.S. and

Kentucky constitutions, many
things still endanger justice.
"Money still has an influence in the system," he said.
"We still experience (divisive)
influence (because oO money."
The poor can still not
obtain the same resources as
the rich, such as the quality of
representation in court or
other opportunities, Cunning·
ham said.
The community citizens
are rcsponsibk for protecting
the court system, Cunningham said. He said people can
help protect the court system
by asking questions, electing
good judicial officials, supporting non-partisan judicial
races, serving jury duty and
discouraging the media from
trying cases in the court of
public opinion.
Cunningham is the author
of several books on western
Kentucky. One of his books.
"On Bended Knees,'' might
make it on the big screen in a
film version, he said.
Cunningham has served the
First Supreme Court District
in Kentucky since his election
in November 2006.
J, Duane Bolin, history pro-

Laur<'r

l.a nhc~m/The New~

Justice Bill Cunningham addresses Graves County High School.
fessor, said the Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary
Education mandated statefunded universities present
activities in the regional area
ncar the University.
,
According to the KCPE

Web site. the Regional Stewardship program "seeks to
promote
regional
and
statewide economic development, livable communities,
social inclusion, creative governance and civic participa-

tion through public engagement activities initiated by
comprl.'hensive university
faculty and staff."
M<•gan Lor:ke can be
reached at megan.locke@
murraystate.edu.

T-shirt company provides University with alternative
Hailey Kercheval
Staff writer
Several Murray State organizations choose to order T-shirts
through Ohio-based company University Tees rather than
ordering from local businesses.
University Tees was founded in 2003 by two Miami University students who received kterriblc customer service" and paid
"way too much for custom printed T-shirts" from their local
shop, according to the company's Web site.
The idea fueling University Tees is to create custom apparel
for both students and faculty while keeping the ordering process
simple and personal, according to the Web site. Students on
campuses across the country are hired as "campus managers" to
represent the company and provide a familiar face for customers.
,
Jonathan Raj, senior from Murray, is the Murray State representative for University Tees.
"I heard about University Tees through a Faccbook ad in the
spring of2007," Raj said. "Becoming a campus manager and basicalJy running a business intrigued me and I applied for the position. I wanted. the opportunity to earn some extra cash and 1
thought it would be cool to be an independent contractor."
Raj said he serves Murray State by trying to cater to every cus-

tom apparel and product need. He said University Tees offers an
alternative to custom apparel with "highly competitive prices
and exceptional customer service."
The company's strength, Raj said, is its business model-connecting with its customers by hiring students to do business with
other students, Raj said.
"It's more fun to do business with somebody that you hang out
with and see at campus events than it is to do business with a
company that doesn't seem as personal," he said. "I think that's
why my customers choose University T~·es. ... Customer satisfaction is a high priority for University Tees and our customers
should expect nothing less from us or <tn)' other company."
Allison Hogancamp. junior from Fancy Farm, Ky., and activities chair for Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, said she l.'njoycd work·
ing with Raj ordering T-shirts for the sorority's Father-Daughter
Dance.
"Jonathan (Raj) was very helpful and easy to get in touch
with." Hogancamp said. "1 would c.atch him in the Curris Center
or text him and ask him about the T·shirt order. He was very
helpful."
Hogancamp said she liked ordering from University Tees
because of their customer service.
"I received follow-up e-mails after we received our order asking if we liked our T-shirts," she said. ''They still send me e-mail

discounts."
Glenn Alex Chalker, senior from Mayfield, Ky., said he had a
similar experience with his order from University Tees. Chalker. president of the Murray State Coll~:ge R<.>publicans, has
ordered from the company twice in the past two years.
..Everything was so quick," he said. "Jonathan (Raj) was quick
to get us a price quote. We didn' t have to submit our order to
this person and this person and send it to an arti!t. They were
quick to print and we got our shirts really fast.''
Chalker said his friendship with Raj was what Ct•nvinced him
to try University Tees.
"I had a personal friendship with Raj before he was a University Tees representative," he s;tid. "He asked me if l would try it
for my next order."
Local T-shirt printers said they arc concerned with competi·
tion from a company like University Tees. Faye Rogers, owner
of Faye's Custom Embroidery in Murray, said it is discouraging
when students turn to an out-of-state based service rather than
buy locally.
Said Rogers: "With a local service students get personal attention. no shipping costs and help the community where they arc
living. They should definitely check local."•
H<lilcy
Kercheval
can
be reac'lwJ
at hailey.
kcrchcval@murraystatc.edu.

teams must
their own t-shirts.
We will no longer
provide jerseys for
health/safety
purposes. Please
make sure you pick
up a copy of the
policy in the Campus
Recreation office
prior to submitting
your roster. You will
need to be prepared
to select a team
t-shirt color at the
coaches meeting.
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For your chance to win
$250, use your student
coupon book at
participating retailers.
When a coupon is
used, the retailer will
punch your book.
Turn in your book at
the Men's Basketball
Game on November
22nd. If your book is
drawn, you will get
your chance at $250
by taking a half-court
shot during halftime.
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Faculty publish works, share with students
M egan Locke
Staff writer
Several faculty members are publishing their
works to share their ideas with the world.
Two faculty members with upcoming publications are Debbie Owens and Holly Goddard
Jones.
Owens, associate professor of journalism,
wrote a chapter in the book "Race, gender,
media: Considering diversity across audience,
content, and producers," edited by R.A. Lind. The
chapter evolved from research consisting of a
series of interviews and survey about audience
reaction to depictions of race and gender
throughout the award-winning film "Crash." The
film addresses a variety of issues on race, gender
and class in America.
"I became interested in 'Crash' because it was
so popular," Owens said.
Owens' previous publishing experiences
include many journal articles and a previous
book chapter, "Media Messages, Self-Identity.
and Race Relations," in "Say It Loud! AfricanAmerican Audiences, Media, and Identity."
Owens started writing the chapter after she
responded to a call for research articles. The
editor was very interested in Owens' ideas.
The purpose of Owens' research was to determine how people were really responding to the
issues addressed in "Crash."
"It's an audience reception study with this particular group of viewers," Owens said. "f wanted
to look at overall responses to the film. How did
they read the race and gender motif!
"(The audience) focused un reading the
imagery of race," Owens said. "When we look at
gender, I found that again they recognized it.
They didn't recognize some of the internal issues
(involving race and gender)."
The book is scheduled for publication in January 2009. The book is being published by Allyn &

Bacon, a Pearson publishing subsidiary. The title
of Owens' chapter is "Audiences' Interpretations
of'Crash."'
Owens said she finds many positives come
with publishing her research.
"It increases the discourse," she said. "It builds
our body of practical knowledge. On this particular topic, I don't think there's ever not a time we
should not have a discourse of certain issues.
"While the mass media institutions, in this case
Hollywood, puts forth images and comment on
certain issues, the institutions may not be able to
deal with these certain issues. It behooves those
of us in academia to remain vigilant in our
responsibility to help our fellow men and women
to deal with these issues."
Owens presented her complete research, titled
"framing Cultural Discourse Through Conflict:
Reactions to the Film Crash," at the Oxford
Round Table Conference this summer.
Jones, assistant professor of English, is preparing to release a short story collection.
The collection is a set of stories she first crafted while receiving her M.F.A. from Ohio State
University. All of the stories in the collection
were published in some form in literary journals,
such as "The Southern Review," "EPOCH" and
"The Kenyon Review." The collection is scheduled for release in September 2009 by Harper
Perennial, a division of HarperCollins.
The title for Jones' book, originally "Girl Trouble," is uncertain after changes suggested by the
marketing people at her publishing company.
"1 think the men in my short stories are often
kind of perplexed by the women in their lives,
and they're trying to do right by them," she said.
"But they don't really know how.
"The stories are set in the world of (Western
Kentucky). I think of it as a book about men and
women, how they know each other, how they feel
towards each other. That was why the title was
'Girl Trouble."'

Clayton Vertrees

Residential
colleges
compete in
Dean's
·DeBate

Opinion Editor
Murray State students
clapped, booed and rose from
their auditorium seats as their
peers argued issues affecting
·
campus Ufe.
The College of Business
und Public Affairs' Dean's
Debate, hosted by the Murray
Stute Speech and Debate
Union Nov. 13. allowed atten·
dees to act as audience participates in a Lincoln-Douglas
style <ietiate.
During the debates, SDU
members represented resi-

dential colleges by competing
in two-to-three person teams.
During the contest's first
round, Regents College's
·Anna Michelle Overby and
Susan Odie lost to Elizabeth
College's Trent Cossey and
Robin Phelps in a debate concerning University studies
courses.
The second round of
debate showed Clark College's Traci Rose, Tyler
Collins and David Szemcredy
outperform
Hart's Tim
MacAlllst er. Shauna Dillon
and Abigail Lukes in a discussion about the sale of beer at

Jones said teaching writing makes her reconsider what it means to be a writer personally.
"Te.tching probably :~ffects publishing more
because it's hard to find the time to be a vital
writer and have the kind of psychic energy for
it," she said. "l think students appreciate having
faculty memhcrs who arc doing the work that
they arc leaching to them."
While preparing to rdease her short story cullection, Jones is also at work on a novel.
"A novel is a different kind nf investment and
I've already failed at a novel before," she said.
"This one feels like it has a different kind of traction, and I'm excited about it. I actually feel I'm
more equipped to he a novel writer than a short
story writer because my short stories are already
sort of pushing the boundaric:; of what traditional short stories do."
Joneli said she finds the publication process
thrilling, even though she said she has not got to
the more fun parts of the process. such as choosing the cover design.
"It was wonderful to sl'll the hook," she said.
"That has been the best thing so far. You go years
and years knowing that what you want is to be a
published author, and you want it to be with a
press that you can fed some pride in. That's the
kind of high you can live on for a while."
Tohn Vaught, junior from Central City, Ky.,
thinks it is helpful for students to be taught by
faculty members with publications. Faculty who
publish abo show an interest in thl· subjects they
teach, he said.
"As a creative writing mnjor, seeing my professors succeed in their art form inspires me to
work to that level myself," Vaught said. "While
getting published ducsn't necessarily make
teachers better, per se, it docs give them further
insight into the field that unpublished authors
might not haVl'."
Megun Locke can be reached at
megan.lockc@murraystatc.edu.

Murray State athletic events.
Winning teams from the
first two debates competed in
a fmal exchange inspired bra
quote interprl•tcd by the competitors to relate to personal
limitations set by outside
expectations. The Elizabeth
Team won through a stancl!
nobody can truly define
another's potential.
Christopher Hodes. residence director of Richmond
College and De<tn's Debate
judge, said though many stuaents came to support their
separate residential colleges,
he thinks the debate sparked

Across campus
Student receives grant
Junior Gretchen Kilby, an economic
major from Murray, received a $500 grant
from the Office of Undergraduate
Research and Scholarly Activity.
Kilby is researching the relationship
between income and religious practice,
and plans to submit her findings to the
Review of Religious Research.
David Eaton, professor of economics
and finance, will be her faculty mentor.

College Rodeo continues
The 33rd annual Murray State College
Rodeo continues this weekend at the
Cherry Agricultural Expo Center.
There will be performances at 7 p.m.
today and Saturday and at 2 p.m. Sunday.
Tickets arc $8 for adults and $5 for students.

Protb1ior awarded Fulbright
William Mulligan, Jr., history professor,
was awarded the Fulbright Scholar grant.
Mulligan will teach courses on Irish
immigration and complete his research in
the history department at University College Cork in Ireland next semester.

Deadline for contest nears
The deadline for submissions for the
Freshmen Reading E.xperience E.'\say Contest is today.
Students can submit an essay relating to
Silas House's book "Clay's Quilt."
Students can find out more abuut the
contest at murraystate.edu/fre/t..'Ssay.htm.

Correction
In its Oct. 31 issue, The News incorrectly identified the department of Human
Resources.
The Office of Equal Opportunity
reports directly to the President of the
University.

interest in public speaking
among attendees.
"The big thing residential
colleges compete in is intramural sports, and it's a big
deal to take home first place,"
Hodes sajd. "But I definitely
think this the debate encourages students to get involved
with public speaking und support their colleges at the
same time."
To conclude the 2008
Dean's Debate, SDU Director
Crystal Coel Coleman, officially transferred the position
of SDU president from
Mclaurine
to
Michael

Michelle Overby.
Outguing president McLaurinc said he appreciates his
time with the SOU and
remembers the organization's
journey to its present
strength. "When I got here
my freshman year, the Dean's
Debate started off very. very,
very small," McLaurine said.
"Now, people cheer, people
clap and people boo, which
lets you know that ~;tudents
see the debate as fun and
engaging."

James 'Vertrees c~n be
reached at clayton.vcrrrccs@
murraystate.cdu.
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Students plan, cook meals at Oakley Dining Room
Bee Feldhaus
Staff writer

1

·
,
'
,

'

Alison Krauss crooned lightly
on the r<~diu and the smell uf
warm brown sugar and cinnnmon
dominated the air.
Natural light poured through
the windows onto the autumn·
theme<.! tables of Applied Sciences
room 204N. This unique, homecooked meal is on campus. costs
less than $10 and is less than 800
calodes.
The Oakley Dining Room is
home to weekly: meals satisfying
hungry faculty and community
members for about 25 years.
Kathy Timmons, senior lecturer
and director of the Undergraduate
Dietetics program, said the pro·
gram is usual!)' only advertised at
the beginning of the year in
Roundabout Murray and on Rae·
erNct.
According to the Murray Stall.'
Web site, Nutrition 332 is a
required course for all Nutrition
majors. Each student enrolled in
the class is rcquin•d 111 choose a
meal to prepare during the semcs·
tcr. 'I'hey are responsible for the
overall theml~, the rcdpcs, calcu·
lating calories. decorating the
room and delegating jobs for
other clnssmatcs.
One important responsibility is
making sure the cust of th<.· meal
for guests covers how much he or

I

Where else on campus can you sit down for a three-course
meal and have people wait on you?"
- Kelly Rogers
associate professor of wellness
and therapeutic sciences

she spent at the grocery.
Each week students perform a
different role in the meal preparation and serving. Servers.
greeters. managers and food preparers are all needed for a successful meal.
One meal, managed by Sarah
Free, senior nutrition major from
Paducah, Ky., had a Southern
Comfort theme and was very popular. After graduation, Free plans
on becoming a lactation consul·
tant for new mothers.
When ~ests arrived, they were
greeted by a host and sat at a fully
supplied table. With soft orange
candles on a bed of magnolia
leaves and other fall decor, the
tables represented the comforting
feel Free was looking for.
"1 chose foods that are comfort·
ing to me and that my family
enjoys," Free said.
T he menu included the stan·
dard choices of water or iced tea
to drink. The entree consisted of
barbecue chicken, a baked sweet
potato, squash medle}', a piece of
corn bread and chocolate angel
food cake. There was also an

alternate dessert of pecan pie for
those whn were not worried about
the caloric intake.
"finding out information about
the food took about a week.'' Free
saiJ.
Free said it was difticult to find
foods that meet the calorie count,
especially with the Southern
Comfort theme. She said many of
her classmates usc Food Network
liS a starting point for recipes and
then alter them to make them
healthier.
Kelly Rogers, associate professor of wcllncss and therapeutic
sciences, and his wife Molly, who
works at the Services for Students
with Learning Disabilities center
on campus, have attended lunches
since the semester started. Both
said they said enjoy the lunches
be<."ausl' of the friendly atmos·
phcrc and good food.
"When! else on campus can you
sit down for a three-course meal
and have people wait on you,''
Kelly said.
The Rogers said they have
attended many times before,
though Southern Comfort was a

particularly
popular
meal.
Throughout the meal, Molly commented on how delicious the food
was. especially the barbecue
chicken that, "'bit back."
The Nutrition department has
three concentrations: Jietctics,
consumer nutrition and food man·
agement.
This program encompasses
many tactics incorporated in all
threo.? of these disciplines. There
are students in the class from all
concentrations who are well
versed in all areas of the meal
process to get the grade.
When the program started,
there was seating for about 16.
Now up to 32 guests may enjoy n
meal, largely due to the new and
improved equipment purchased
in the past few years. Because the
room only scats 32 pt•ople per
meal, reservations go quickly.
The goal of the program is to
mn like a catering service. or rl.'al
restaurant. The program, howev·
cr. is not a culinary school.
Themes range from Japanese to
New England style meals. Those
interested may look at menus and
rt!cipes by going to murraystatc/edu/acadcmics/hshs/
ntn/Oakley. The cost of each meal
is bet ween $G and $7 depending
on the <."OSt of the food.
Bee Feldhaus can be reached at
rebecca.feldhaus@murray~tatc.

cdu.

MENU
GuangZhou Cuisine
by fun Huang
Appetizers
Dumpling
Crab Meat Com Soup

Entrees
Fried Rice
Yummy, Yummr Reef
Shredded Red

and Green Cabbages

Desserts
Mocha Mousse Cake
Orange Condensed Milk

Drink
Sugar Can lmperatae
Meal served at ll:30 p.m. Dec. 3 .in the
Oakley Dining Room, Applied Sciences
room 204.
Reservations arc required and may be
made by calling 809-3387. Cost is $7.
For more information, check out
murraystate.edu/academics/hshs/ntn/
Oakley.
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Exercise &Cancer Recovery

Students
Survivors gain better control on lifestyle
research
accidents

Laura Cash
Staff writer

For Karen Olson, a two-time
breast cancer survivor, everyday
tasks were nearly impossible during her radiation treatments.
"I couldn't even lift the pan (of
gravy)," Olson said of trying to
prepare a Thanksgiving meal during her first battle with breast cancer 18 years ago.
But it is not obvious today that
she was once so weak.
Thanks to a relatively new program at Murray State, cancer battlers and survivors are regaining
control of their health and lives
through exercises.
Exercise & Cancer Recovery
started three years ago with Matt
Wiggins, a former Murray State
professor who wanted to advance
exercising to more than just jocks.
With the help of his then-intern,
Tiffany Stanger, he started the
experimental rehabilitation program with just one patient - Karen
Olson.

"For so long the chemo and the doctors told me how to feel and
where to be. Now this program and the exercise has given me
something I have total control over."
-Karen Olson
breast cancer survivor

Olson said she initially signed
up for the program for a free Tshirt.
"Dr. Wiggins was at Relay for
Life in May of that year and had
people signing up for this new program," she said. "If you filled out
the form, you got a T-sbirt."
Since Olson's cancer had
recurred, she said she understood
the necessary precautions for
avoiding its return. So when Wiggins asked for volunteers in his
new exercise program, she raised
her hand.
Olson said the program helped
her realize life was not over
because of her cancer risk.
"For so long the chemo and the
doctors told me how to feel and
where to be," she said. ''Now this

program and the exercise has
given me something l have total
control over."
•
Stanger, now the ECR exercise
specialist and coordinator, said
many first-time participants are
also undergoing chemo and radia·
tion. As a result of the harsh chemicals, most of these patients have
lost their hair and wear wigs. But
when they step into the confines of
the supporting community evolv·
ing from this program, they often
remove their wigs to exercise.
"It's a way to build muscles and
social bonds with other cancer
patients," Stanger said.
She said because the partici·
pants are classified as a "special
population," she starts new partie·
ipants at a low level and gradually

increases their exercise routines.
Routines are tailored to fit each
participant's needs.
Olson said when she started the
program, she could only do one
bench press; today. she can do at
least 30 repetitions.
Each participant's strength is
tested every three months.
Advances are recorded on charts
and kept in each participant's individual file. These recorded
improvements are used to moti·
vate the participant.
Each participant comes to the
ERC, located on the second floor
of the Carr Health building, twice
a week for 30-minute sessions.
The ERC is a nonprofit organi·
zation. It is funded t hrough donations and government grants.
Stanger said there are 31 partici·
pants enrolled and at least 50 total
have been in the program since its
start.
For more information on the
ERC, visit murraystate.edu!ecr.
Laura Cash can be reached at
laura.cash@murraystate.edu.

Nursing curriculum could expand to Philippines
Ashley Edwards

coming to the United States,
they contacted (Murray
State) because the owner is
from Murray State," Perlow
said.
.Perlow said after further
developing plans, the next
step is implementing the
program. He said he has
already met with the Uni·
versity, but before the pro·
gram is cleared Murray
State has to work out
accreditation and legal
issues that come into play
with two countries being
involved.
"We have received a good
deal of support from the
University," Perlow said.
"Everyone we have spoken
to is excited and enthusiastic and we anticipate this
being a win-win culturally
healthcare and for increasing the visibility of the
department at Murray
State."
Perlow said he hopes to

Editor-in-Chief
The Murray State nursing
department may soon
extend its curriculum far
past the grasps of extended
campuses and all the way to
Silliman Medical Center
and
University
in
Dumaguete City, Philip·
pines.
Murray State was contacted by Guardian Health·
care, an agency out of B that
utilizes n3tionalized nurses
from the Philippians to help
staff in the U.S. and is locat·
ed in Brentwood, Tenn.,
about two years ago to
assist with the program.
Mike Perlow, Interim Chair
for the department of nursing said.
"Because
(Guardian
Healthcare) has invested in
healthca.re. both in the
Philippines and with the
quality of their individuals

admit students into the program tentatively set to begin
this fall. The distance-education program will be con·
ducted at Silliman following
Murray State curriculum.
"It will help to provide
diversity for our students
and our faculty so that we
can have a better idea about
healthcare in the world and
expose our students to a
more d iverse healthcare
environment," Perlow said.
"It's a win-wins situation
should we be able to get it
done."
Director of Education
with Guard ian Healthcare
Alice Johnson-Davis said
the triangular affiliation
between the universities
and Guardian Healthcare is
beneficial for all parties.
Johnson-Davis said viae·
mail Silliman University is
one of the most prestigious
universities in the Philip·
pines and has a large nurs·

~~===-~p~rogram.

College of Nursing enrollment numbers exceed 2,300,
with a large number of
alumni working in the United States who continue
close ties with the university.
She said the partnerships
began in October 2007
when two representatives
from SilUman Medical Center, the Dean of the College
of Nursing and four nursing
professors, carne to Ten-

nessee
a
study tour. During the study
tour the group spent a week
at Murray State participating in class observations,
nursing labs, nursing clinical experiences at MurrayCalloway County Hospital
and a round table discussions with the undergradu·
ate and graduate nursing
faeulty.
Ashley Edwards can be
reached
at
ash/eyb.
edwards@murrayst.1te.edu.

Charlotte Kyle
Assistant Features Editor
"I've fallen and I can't get up" may
have been a popular catchphras~ in the
early 90s, but slipping and falling is a
serious problem, not a pop culture phenomenon.
According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, falls are the
leading cause of injury deaths among
people 65 and older. In 2005, 15,800 people 65 and older died from injuries related to the falls, and about 1.8 million people were treated in emergency rooms,
David Kraemer, chair for the department of occupational safety and health,
said
The National Floor Safety Institute
selected Murray State's OSH program to
create the first permanent slip-and-fall
accident prevention research/ trainuig
laboratory in the nation.
Kraemer said Murray State was chosen because the OSH program is one of
the premier programs in the nativn.
"It is currently the only program in
the country that has both its bachelor
and master degree programs in occupational saf~ty and health accredited by
ASAC/ABET." Kraemer said.
The slip·and·fall accident prevention
research and training laboratory will aid
in the prevention of slips and falls
through education, training and
research, Kraemer said. It will also serve
for a training ground for future environmental, health and safety professionals.
The laboratory started last year, but
Kraemer said the department has been
waiting for more equipment the past six
months. He said he hopes to have the
rest by next year.
Kraemer said the Jab will conduct a
variety of research to determine the
most effective approaches to preventing
falls. Undergraduate and graduate occupational safety and health students will
study the cause-and-effect relationships
that occur as the results of hazardous
flooring conditions.
Kraemer said it will also assist students in providing locaVregional public
awareness campaigns.
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
cbarlotte.kyle@murraystatc.edu.
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mem6er that most IM_urray ·
State students choose to:
• Keep track of the number of drinks they are having
• Detennine in advance not to exceed a set nwnber of drinks
• Pace their drinks to one or f ewer per hour
• Alternate no_n:alcoholic with alcoholic beverages
• Drink alcohol look-alike beverages
• Choose not to drink
• Eat before and/or during drinking
• Use a designated driver
• Have a friend let them laww when they have had enough

97 .7 percent of Murray State students reported usually
or always doing one or more of the above behaviors
when drinking alcohol during the last school year.
(Data from the Spring 2008 National College Health Assessment 771 randomly selected Murray State students.
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Social work

I Students, faculty

Student juggles course load, family Ieducate to prevent
Mia Walters

"In social work one of the most interestlno parts is all of
the people you work with. People with different personalities. from different cultures. ethnicities, stories and experiences; It makes every day a new experience."
- Natasha Hudson

News Editor
Natasha Hudson is a student who jug·
gles social work classes, an internship, a
fiance and her 3-ycar-old son, Zeshaun.
Needless to say, shl' is looking forward to
graduating this December.
Hudson, a senior social work major
from Clarksville, Tenn., came to Murray
because it was far enough from home that
she could have independence, but stay
close enough to her family, she said. She
is a social work major at Murray State.
"1 was drawn to social work naturally,"
She said. "I've always enjoyed helping
other people, and I couldn't see myself
doing anything else. The professors here
are extremely supportive, both personally
and professionally."
There arc many facets to social work,
and especially within the population
Hudson wants to work with, she said.
"In social work one of the most inter·
esting parts is all of the people you work
with," she said. "People with different
personalities, from different cultures, eth·
nicities, stories and experiences: it makes
everyday a new experience."
Hudson is an intern this semester at
Spring Creek, a nursing home in Murray.
She hopes to continue work with the
elderly after graduation, she said.

..

spread of obesity
Clayton Vertrees
Opinion Editor

senior from Clarksville. Tenn

To prevent the spread of
two weeks," she said. "It's sad to say obesity among Murray State
goodbye to them, but I am so excited to students and faculty, the University continues to educate
graduate."
1
Mter graduation, Hudson plans on individuals to observe sensimoving to Bowling Green and enrolling ble practices of healthy living.
Through programs avail·
in the masters program at Western Kentucky University in May, she said.
I able at the wellness center,
"I want to go to WKU '3Dd get my mas· mapped walking paths, and
ters and my license," she said. "Hospitals ] the Health Matters campaign,
and nursing homes prefer that social Murray State administration
workers have them. and it's a personal hopes to develop strong
dietary and exercise habits
goal as weU."
among
students.
"One of my professors told me that
social work is not something you do, it's , Amelia Dodd, coordinator
something you are," Hudson said. "It's for the department of well ness
very demanding. because you are giving and therapeutic science. said
up yourself to help other people. Every- the Health Matters program
day, you take other peoples problems and teaches students lifestyle
help them sort them out. It will be a chal- habits through faculty men·
lenge, but if you're motivated and driven, tors from various departments
on campus. Murray State's
anything is possible."
Mia Walters can be · reached at 1 Health Matters campaign utilizes faculty support both as
mia. walters@murraystate.edu.
sources of information, as well
as accountability for students
working to adopt healthier
lifestyles.
"Hopefully through faculty
"Health Matters for Students"
more about them.
members sharing health infor·
program. Faculty who present
"The motivation is to make mat ion with students. stuat least 10 of the 14 segments
a difference in their lives and dents will understand that
are recognized as Health Matthe lives of others." he said. I there is more of a concern
ters mentors. The faculty
"We don't force it on them: about them as people," Dodd
involved are provided the
we just tell them what they said. "We care about student
segments and handouts. and
can do to be healtltier.
health and where they are
they can request PowerPoint
"It might be our biggest ini- going in life."
presentations as visual aids.
tiative on campus in terms of
Not only can mentoring
"It's one of the easiest
health."
I programs like Health Matters
things to do," Weis said. "It
The American Humanics benefit campuses, but Dodd
makes a world of difference
program "prepares students said state governments prein the way (faculty) connect
to be leaders in the youth and vent future expenditures by
to the students. in the way
human service field," Weis addressing obesity as early as
students feel about (faculty)
said. T he program, which possible.
and the University. It can
includes many activities and
"There are lots of forums
make a big difference in the
field experiences with service across Kentucky concerned
students' lives. It's a win-win
learning, is celebrating its I with dealing with the obesity
2Sth year on campus. The epidemic because of the highall the way."
In a survey conducted on
program is one of the largest er risks of diabetes, increased
the program last yeu, student
in the country.
,
likelihood of heart disease and
teS,P-ond~qts sa}:d thec.mQmJD~ Mt;M"ap._....Jr~f ~~.a!Lu qL --.stroke; and greater. .stress Wh
made ~r (ftl as tbqqlr.tbtr· reac¥ ~ IJJMan.loc~
the body; and joints," Dodd
University and faculty cued
murraystate.edu.
said.

"I want to work with the elderly population. which is one that is often neglected and overlooked," she said. "Most people in the major want to work with children, but I strongly believe in the value of
life until the last second: I feel that quality of life should be maintained until your
last day."
Dealing with death is a harsh reallty of
working with the elderly, but she said she
is learning how to cope.
"I came into work today and a resident
who 1 was taking pictures of last night
with his family had passed overnight,"
she said. "I've never bad to deal with
death personally, but I am learning that
you have to separate yourself and look at
it from a professional standpoint"
With graduation around the comer,
Hudson said she is "disengaging" from
the residents at Spring Creek.
"I am sort of saying goodbye to them
and letting them know that I'll be gone in

I

Program earns nationwide awareness, recognition
Megan Locke
• Staff writer
The American Humanics
program is committed to pro·
.mating health at the Universl·
ty through the "Health Mat·
ters for Students" program.
, The "Health Matters for
Students" program started
. four years ago and quickly
expanded throughout the
University. The program
, addresses various health
issues, such as alcohol use,
stress
management
and
depression. The program provides 14 different health segments throughout the year for
use in classes. Teachers may
·present the tips to students
•Weekly.
~II!
Roger Weis, <\me.rican
·Humanics program director.

hi

said promoting a healthy
lifestyle to college students is
crucial.
The "Health Matters for
Students" program recently
gained national attention.
Weis said.
"We presented the idea to
the (W.K) Kellogg Foundation, and they liked it immediately," Weis said. "They gave
us $75,000 to expand it here
and put it on 15 other campus·
es across the country."
Weis said his goal for the
program is to expand the program to 50 campuses next
year, with the even~..hope
of implementing the program
at every college and universi·
ty in the country.
I f.t Murray State, 43 faculty
members from eveey ac:ademic college are a part of the

r

To combat obesity epi·
demics in areas like the southem United States, Jeff Frame,
associate professor in the
department of wellness and
therapeutic science said indi·
viduals must first understand
the cultural undercurrents
associated with obesity.
"Once a mindset becomes
part of the culture of a state or
area, it is perfectly acceptable
to eat in a manner that contributes to excess weight,"
Frame said. "In fact, it is OK to
have excess weight because
everybody else does."
Instead of harsh diets,
Frame said students often lead
healthier lives by simply
maintaining constant weight
levels. Considering instances
in which dieters lose weight
only to regain it and additional weight in the future, Frame
said obesity levels ultimately
seem permanent throughout
people's lives.
In the place of unreliable
diets, Frame suggests students
simply gauge their obesity levels based on simple indicators
like how clothes fit.
"People continue to eat
even though there are signals
in their bodies that tell them
that 'you are in pretty good
shape,"' Frame said. "Since
we enjoy how the foods we eat
taste and feel in our mouths,
we just keep adding extra
pounds."

Clayton Vertrees can be
reached at james. vertrees@
murraystate.edu.
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Get '{our FREE Full Spinal Examination!
S I 50 Value

(No Obligation - Nothing to Pay)

S I 50 Value

--This enUre examination Is free. If you want more care and tnatrnent, w. do all the paperwork.
-

You may have one of these 16 danoer siQnals of pinched nerves!
•Low Back Pain
•Headaches
•Shoulder Pain
•Arthrttts

•Numb Hands
•Bursllll

•Dizziness
•Sore Elbows
•Neck Pain
•lndlvestlon

•Pain Down l.ec)s
•MusdeSpasms

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic
care can relieve your a ches and pains. This examination
normally cost $ 150 or more. It will Include a chiropractic
orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurotovlcal test, a sptnql
al19nment check, an e xamination for retb1ctad or excess
motion In the spine, and a private consultation with the
doctor to d iscuss the results.
DISCLAIMER: Any penon respollllble for payment hoi 0 119M to refuM
1o pay within 72 hours of respondlft9 to this -advwtllement.

VISIT heskettchiro.net

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER INC.
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It's not about your back, it's about your health

always
@ your finger tips.
Life is full of risks. And the time to
think about a health plan is before
you need it. Because at your age,
individual health coverage can be a
bargain. So, don't wait! Call Anthem
Blue Cross and Blue Shield today!
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Sports Editor: Alison Mugler
Assista nt Sports Editor: Tim MacAllister
Phone: 809-4481

The Racers came out even
stronger against the OVC leader,
Tennessee Tech Saturday afternoon,
Murray State's volleyball team
winning in just three sets.
competed yesterday as the No. 3
"Both teams played well in the
first set," Schwepker said. "In the
seed in the first round of the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament
second set, we continued to play
well and Tennessee Tech kind of
against No. 6 University of Tennessee MIU'tin at host school, Tenshut down. That's the only way you
nessee Tech.
can get a 25-13 win against the No. 1
"We look at the tournament
team in the conference. Tennessee
matches no differently than any
Tech let go again in the third set.
other match," Head Coach David
Our girls played welL but Tech still
Schwepker said. "The girls were
bas a good team and the ability to
win."
supposed to have an off-day on Monday, but requested that we have
Freshman outside hitter Logan Su
practice. We've just been focusing
led the t~am with a .440 hitting peran skill workcentage with 14
outs where they .., couldn't be happier with the two kills.

Elizabeth Johnson
Staff r'riter

~=~all.~~uching seniors ... without them it would've Ja;;e~~~a:ec~~~=~
The Racers
been a different season."
OVC Setter of the
were successful
Week honors with
in their two
-David Schwepker
her efforts in the
home matches
head volleyball coach
final regular seaFriday and Satson
matches.
Mugler helped defensively with 13
urday, defeating Jacksonville State 31 and Tennessee Tech 3-0.
digs in her last match at Racer
The matchup with Jacksonville
Arena.
State was the team's senior night, as
"1 feel like coming into Murray
it bid farewell to it's two senior capState, l thought I knew a lot about
volleyball," Mugler said. "Coach and
tains, Heather Norris and Alison
Mugler.
Ping have taught me so much since
''Heather and Alison have been
I've been here and I know this year,
incredible,"
Schwepker
said.
more than any other, we have the
"They've done so much for our probest shot at winning the OVC."
gram in four years, volleyball-wise
Freshman libero Kayleah Sauer
with awards and records broken. I
earned OVC Defensive Player of the
Week honors, marking 19 defensive
couldn't be happier with the two
seniors. Their leadership has kept
digs against both opponents last
the team together through the good
weekend.
"Everyone really pulled together
and bad. Without them, it would've
been a different season."
to help the team in the two matches,"
Sauer said. "We couldn't have done
The first set started out a bit rough
for both teams, as the Racers gave up
it without everyone doing their part.
The two seniors are the people that
the ftrst set to the Gamecocks.
Sophomore outside hitters Sara
bold the team togetlier, and witi'Wut
Hayden, Ashley · Nenninger and
them, the team wouldn't be as
Becca Lamb led the way for the team
strong.
"They're great leaders who make
with their play at the net with 13, 12
and 13 kills respectively. The Racers
us want to do better as players and
were victorious in the next three sets
as people."
for the win.
The semi-final round of the tour"The past four years have flown
nament is today, with the winner of
the Murray State/UT Martin match
by," Norris, who tallied ll defensive
digs. said. "I've grown from everytaking on No. 2 seed Morehead State
thing that Coach (Scbwepker) and
and No. 1 Tennessee Tech before
(Assistant Coach) Ping have taught
playing the winner of the Austin
me.
Peay/SEMO match. The championship matchup is Saturday at Ten''Every year the team has grown
nessee Tech University.
closer. The team chemistry has been
stronger than ever this year with
Elizabeth Johnson can be reached
everyone coming together to play a
at elizabetha.johnson@murraystate.
part."
edu.

Photos by Elaine l<ight/The News

Above: The Murray State Volleyball teamclinched athird
seed In the OVC tournament
with two wins friday and Saturday against Jacksonville
State University and No. 2
ranked Morehead State University.
left: The Racers celebrate a
victory against Morehead
State University Saturday. The
teamIs scheduled to compete
in the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament this weekend
hosted by Tennessee Tech
University.

Men split opening 2,
prep for
rivalry
Tim MacAllister
Assistant Sports Editor

Elaine Kight/The News

Senior guard Tyler Holloway looks to pass In the team's exhibition game against
Bethel ColleQe. Holloway and the rest of the Racers arepreparing for their game
against Western Kentucky Saturday at 7 p.m.

The No. 1 ranked team in the OVC
got its ftrst win, 84-46 over Lyon College and ftrst loss 55-47, to Arkansas
State.
The preseason top ranked Racers
looked sluggish in the early going
against I:.yon College, leading by just
two, 10-8, more than three minutes
into the game. It took some help from
the Racer bench to get the scoring
started.
The ensuing 19-l run came exclusively from the Racer substitutes.
Junior Tony Easley had six of his ll
points and freshmen Matt Fraliex had
six of his 13 during the run.
The Racers' senior guard Kevin
Thomas scored half of his game-high
18 points in the closing minutes of the
first half to give the Racers a comfortable lead at intermission, 43-13.
In the second half, Ivan Aska's
transition dunk electrified the crowd
and gave the Racers their largest
margin of the game at 52-21.
The team extended its lead to 40
points in the second half en route to
their first win of the season.
The Racers' bench was a major factor, racking up 36 points.
Easley recorded his first doubledouble of the season with 11 points
and 12 rebounds. Easley's contributions in the first half proved instrumental for the Racers to pull away.
The Racers recorded eight
turnovers while forcing 22 from Lyon
College.

Thomas led the Racers in scoring
with 18 points. Fraliex recorded 1.3.
Easley added 11 and sophomore Jeffery McClain had 10.
Mur.ray State turned around and
traveled to Jonesboro, Ark.. to battle
the Arkansas State Red Wolves
Wednesday.
The Racers avoided a second sluggish start and jumped on the Red
Wolves 11-3, five-and-a-half minutes
into the game.
Danero Thomas put five points on
the board for the Racers in the first
couple minutes.
The Racers extended their lead to
24-14 after a Danero Thomas block
led to a fast break layup by Kevin
Thqmas.
Arkansas State cut the lead to just
three (26-23) before Aska beat the
buzzer with his layup.
The Racers went into halftime with
a five-point lead shooting 48 percent
from the floor in the first half putting
up just 25 shots total.
In the second half, the Racers
stretched the lead to seven, 36-29, but
their offensive struggles caught up
with them.
Arkansas State took the lead 39-38
before Aska threw down a dunk to
give Murray State a one-point advantage, 40-39.
A 10-3 run ensued by the Red
Wolves over a five-minute span
vaulting Arkansas State into the lead
49-43 with just three minutes remaining.
The Racers could not get enough
stops to give themselves an opportu-

nity to win the game in the end.
In the second half the Racers shot
just 26 percent from the floor while
the Red Wolves had a 47 percent
fteld goal percentage in th~ second
half.
Murray State lost two crucial battles in the game. the first in rebounding and the second in turnovers.
The Racers were out rebounded by
Arkansas State 37-28.
In turnovers the team beat itself,
turning the ball over 20 times while
tallying just 10 assists.
The Racers were Jed by Danero
Thomas who bad a game high 16
points while Aska added 13 points
and a team-high seven rebounds. ::
The next opponent for Murray
State will be interstate rival Western
Kentucky. The Hilltoppers are co~:
ing off a Sweet 16 appearance last
year, but now travel to the RSEC to
take on the Racers.
Last year the Hilltoppers won in ,a
convincing manner with an impres;
sive backcourt in Courtney Lee and
Tyrone Brazleton putting up a com:
'
bined 35 points for Western.
The duo graduated last year, for
the Hilltoppers and are leaving big
•
shoes behind.
Western Kentucky is 1-1 with a loss
to Houston University and a win over
Campbellsville University.
Gametime is 7 p.m. Fans are
prompted to come tomorrow and
"keep the red out."
Tim MacAllister can be reached at
timothy.macallister@murraystate.
edu.
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Tim's 2•Minute

Dr~ll
College football wrap up
Joe Paterno doesn't know what it is,
Pete Carroll and Urban Meyer denounce
it and the fans despise it. It is the BCS.
• The BCS has been called more expletives than L.A. traffic. The system that has
screwed up the national champion like
nobody but the computers can. What is
this demon of our nightmares and why has
it not been purged from college football?
The BCS is a system of six computer
polls and two voter
polls, which weighs
wins and strength of
schedules and comes
out with a calculated
poll, which everyone
agrees with. In actuality the system
breeds more discussion and anticipa- MacAlllster
tion among fans
Assistant
Sports Editor
than any other possible alternative.
As we take a look at the system that has
.been in place .s ince 1998 and see the early
flaws m.1y have done much harm and pos,'iibly long-term good.
From the 2000-2004 seasons the BCS
had trouble pitting the No. 1 and No. 2
teams together most notably in 2003 and
~004. In 2003 the No. 1 team in the nation,
(he USC Trojans, did not make the national championship. They finished No. 1 in
the Associated Press and Coaches Polls
but didn't get an opportunity to play in the
1
national championship.
After ftnishing No. I in the polls but not
in the national championship it was Troian quarterback Matt Lienart who made a
bold statement with his clothing. After the
game Llenart wore a T·shirt boldly
exclaiming "F#&% the BCS." It was this
s entiment, that still Lives in the henrts of
m ost college football fans, yet is not so
'plain for the entire world to see.
.. In 2004 the T rojans were given a bid to
the national championship game but the
unbeaten Auburn Tigers were left out in
the cold. When the Trojans thrashed Oklahoma, it further made the case 8CS was
flawed. This controversy overshadowed
the fact the situatfon fueled a huge viewership for both games.
. "Even the most cynical person, has got
to admit it has contributed to the excitement and popularity of college football,"
~outheastern Conference Commissioner
.Mike Slive said in an ESPN article.
The same excitement has led to an overall spike in the ratings for college football.
In 1998 when the BCS started, ESPN aver~ed 1.64 million viewers for every college
football game. In 2007 they averaged more
t han 2 million per game.
"Apparently it's working," said Loren
Matthews, the retired president of ABC
Sports (like ESPN.com, owned by Disney)
:;aid. "You got TV networks writing
checks. You got fans ftlling the stadiums. "
The BCS has matured as well in recent
years with the addition of non-BCS
leagues getting the opportunity to appear
in BCS games. Without this we would
have not have one of the greatest college
football games ever played.
In 2007 Boise State beat Oklahoma on
the Statue of Liberty play in overtime.
"Can you believe it?!" the famous words
echoed from the balls of Boise and still
ring in the ears of every Sooner fan across
the nation. This famous, or infamous
,depending on what side of the fence
you're on would never have happened had
it not been for the fact that the BCS has
evolved.
• The BCS bas also brought validity to
.every regular season game. Last year West
Virginia had the Big East in the bag and
most likely a shot at the national title. Yet
in the last game of the season Pittsburgh
played the spoiler role and instead of the
game having little value, it crushed the
Mountaineer's national title hopes.
President-elect Barack Obama has
voiced his opinion on his hope for a play·
off and many people would agree.
· Regardless of how much money and
how well the BCS does, it is not :1 playoff
and that is what the people want.

Tim MacAllister can be reached at
timohcy.macallisrer@murraystace.edu.
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The Racers lost their final road oame against Eastern Kentucky and hope to qet a win on Senior Day Saturday against Tennessee State In Roy Stewart Stadium. The Racers do
not have a shot at the OVC title but could spoil Tennessee State's chances at the title.
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Racers drop final road game
Greg Waddell
Sports writer
Murray State's football team will
return to Stewart Stadium Saturday
to close out its season against the
Tigers of Tennessee State (8-3,5·2
OVC) after a 34·7 loss to Eastern
Ke ntucky Unive rsity.
T ennessee State, who saw their
chance at an OVC crown slip away
last Saturda}' with a loss against
Jacksonville State, wlll try to stay in
contention for nn At-Large bid in
the NCAA FCS playoffs with a win
against Murray State.
The Racers, with a 4-7 overall
record, are ineligible for the post
season, but look ro play a spoiler
tomorrow to potentially knock the
Tigers out of the mix. Murray will
honor its seven seniors in the game,
as they will suit up in navy and yellow for the last time.
Head Coach Matt Grffin said
these seniors have left a mark on
the program.
''They've meant an awful lot to
me. nnd they've done everything
the right way if I asked them and I
can't say enough :thout them," said

Griffin. ..We certainly lack numbers
there but we don't lack character
and I think that's the most impor·
tant thing about that group."
One of those seniors made his
presence felt Saturday during the
Joss to Eastern Kentucky University.
Nathan Williams, a finalist for the
Buck Buchanan Award given to the
top defensive player in the Football
Championship Series, etched his
name into the school record books,
totaling 17 taclcles to set the singleseason record at 167.
Williams, a Murray native, con·
tinued to build on one of the best
seaso.ns in Racer history, passing
Donald White who set the previous
record in l9!:U.
Griffin said he is very pleased
with his defensive star.
"(Williams) has meant an awful
lot fr om a leadership standpoint
and you know what I've talked
about all year, he's just been a
leader by example and its been
great for our young guys to sec,"
Griffin said. "The thing that always
stands out to me with Nathan is
what he's done to make himself bet-

tcr. He had a pretty severe knee
injury last year that he has had to
come back from, but the bottom
line is he came back quicker
because he does all the little things
the right way but then he docs extra
things. He's meant a great deal from
an example standpoint and that's a
sign of a true leader."
Griffin said he thinks Williams
will have the opportunity to pursue
a career in football.
"From what I bear there's a lot of
interest," Griffin said. "He's gonna
have to be a guy that makes his way
on to a roster via special teams, but
he can do that. He's done that here,
and he can be very good at that."
The Colonels (7·3, 6-J OVC)
jumped out to a quick lead against
the Racers (4-7, 3-4), scoring on
four of their f1rst six possessions to
take a 34·0 lead early in the third
quarter, and dominated on the
ground.
The Racers, who surrendered
only four yards rushing lnst week
against Southeastern Missouri.
regressed Saturday, allowing the
Colonels to rack up 290 rushing
yards.

C.J. Walker led the charge for
Eastern, having his way with the
Racers's defense while running for
229 yards on 25 carries and three
touchdowns, for 9.2 yards per carry.
Thl' R:tcer~ were able to avoid a
shutout though, finally registering
their first points of the night early
in the third quarter as Murray State
mounted its best drive of the game
which started when Paul Mckinnis
was able to break free for a 43-yard
gain.
A Chris 1\ranklin f!8SS to Daniel
Ard took the Racers to the one
yardlinc. Unfortunately the two
consecutive running plays failed to
score, returning possession to the
Colonels.
On the first play of the new series
for the Colonels, Taylor Lanigan
was able to break through the offen·
sive line and separate the Eastern
Kentucky running back from the
ball on a hit, with the ball landing in
the waiting arms of Austin Lane.
On the next play senior Paul
McKinnis scored on a plunge from
one yard out.
Greg W:tddc/1 c:w bt• n.•ached at
gregory. waddc/J@murraystate.cdu.

Women open with 100-68 victory over Bethel
Will Pinkston
Staff writer
The Murray State women's basketball team
traveled to Montgomery, Ala., today to compete
against the Alabama State University Hornets.
The Hornets are 0-2 this season after losing in
an exhibition match to West Georgia (49-62) and
in their first road game against University of
Georgia (35-85). The Hornets played the Univer·
sity of Mobile Rams (4·2) on Wednesday at home
before hosting the Racers today.
"ASU is a very athletic school, a very hard·
nosed, defensive team that'll really get after us,"
Head Coach Rob Cross said in Monday's press
conference.
So far, sophomore gu;.~rd Erica Lumpkin and
red-shirt junior guard I.Teisha Holloway are the
leading scorers for the Hornets, with 18 points
and 17 points, respectively, through two games.
Against Georgia, Lumpkin scored 12 points and
was 4-of-5 from the three-point arc in the first
half. before she was shut down by UGA's
defense.
L••st season, the Racers swatted the Hornets in
a 93·57 victory ovn Al:tbama State in the RSEC.
Murray State gunrd Amber Guffey led the team
with 19 points and was nine·for·nine from the
line.
Guard/ forward Ashley Hayes scored 12 points
and grabbed a game-high U rebounds, for Murray
State's first double-double of last season.
Alabama State came to the RSEC .last season 0·
1 before getting trounc<Xi by the 2-1 Racers. This

season, Murray State will travel to the ASU
"Sting Dome," with a 1-l record against the 0-2
Hornets.
Tuesday was the season opener for the Racers
as they took the Bethel College Wildcats
"They come in here an outstanding team,"
Cross said Monday. "They average 83 points per
game through six games. Anytime you can put
up 83 points per game, I don't care who you're
playing, you're dangerous."
The Wildcats were 5-l going into Tuesday's
game and brought leading scorers Teena Carter
and T ristian Johnson, both averaging about 11.5
points per game, with Carter averaging 7.2
rebounds per game. As a team, the Wildcats arc
out-rebounding their opponents 45.3 to 32.0, but
are also averaging 22.7 turnovers per game.
The Racers defeated Rethel 100-68. Murray
State's Ashley Hayes scored the game-high point
total of 25 points with 7 rebounds.
Amber Guffey scored 21 points and had four
rebounds while Angela Mullins had a game and
season high total of eight rebounds. Bethel's
Jenna Roney posted 21 points while both Nina
Djokovic and Teena Carter had seven rebounds
each.
'The Racers won the rebounding battle 47-39
and the turnover battle helping to win the game.
The Racer's hope to carry their momentum to
Montgomery, Ala., today and get another tally in
the win column before facing Mid-Continent
University Tuesday in the RSEC.
Will Pinkston can be reached nt
william.pinlcscon@murraystatc.cdu.

Photo courtesy of Michael Dann

Ashley Hayes has acombined 56 points t(omthe first
two games to lead the Racers. Hayes Is the preseason
OVC Player of the Year.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283

fiiii.IHSIII
IPNmiiTY

One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a. m . - noon
1 p .m. - 5 p .m.
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Riders dominate opponents

The Great

Outdo___..or~s

Melissa DeYoung
Photographer
After a strong start to the season
at the University of the South show
in early October, the hunt team
continued to dominate the competition at the Maryville College
show on Oct. 25 and 26.
To make the competition fair for
all participants, students ride horses provided by the host school and
pick their horse by drawing a name
out of a hat. The coaches must pic::k
one point rider from each division
at the beginning of each show day.
These riders unknowingly collect
points for the team.
Only the point rider's points
count toward the team total and
there is no way to distinguish the
point riders. The other riders compete for individual points, hut their
points do not count for the team.
The competitors do not get a
warm·up with the horse, but are
given a few sentences providing
information about the horse before
they ride. The rider is led into the
ring and the competition begins.
The judges pick the top six riders
in a class and award a placing. Each
ribbon is worth a certain number of
points, with first place earning
seven point and second place earn·
ing five points, Hunt team coach
Sue Robinson picked just the right
names at the Maryville College
Show, resulting in high point team
both days of the competition. The
coveted high·point rider ribbon
was awarded to freshman Ashley
Eggersdorfer on Saturday and
junior Cristi Caruso on Sunday.
The other half of the equestrian
team, the stock team, had their first
competition Nov. 7-9.
Head Coach Don DeLancy and
Assistant Coach Paul Skaggs also
picked successfully resulting in the
high-point team award all three
days of the competition.
High-point rider was awarded to
junior Callie Edie on Friday, and
junior Katlin McCuan on Saturday
and Sunday. Reserve high-point
rider went to senior Laura Sadecki
on Saturday.
To add to the team's success,
senior Samantha Erwin is the current leading hunt rider and
McCuan is the current leading
stock rider in the region. The teams
are leading the region. They hope
to 'be competitive in the second half
of the season.
Melissa Dc,Youn~ can be reached at
meli$Sitdcyoung@murraystatc.cdu.

Turkey's still game

Mcli~sa

DcYoung!Thc· News
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Senior Samantha Erwin and her horse canter Into a jump durln9 stadiumjumpin9 In a recent competition for the Murray State
Equestrian team.

Racers 2nd in Jacksonville, host Rebels
Ricky Martin
Staff writer
Coming off a second-place finish
at the Gamecock Invitational, the
Murray State University Rifle
squad returns to Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range today as they host the
Rebels of the University of Mississippi.
"We get another chance to get
better," Head Coach Alan Lollar
said. "Ole Miss is shooting well
and we will have a fight on our
hands."
The Racers placed third out of 13
teams at the Ole Miss Invitational
on Oct. 11, finishing only three
points behind the second-place
Rebels.
Ole Miss Head Coach Valerie
Boothe's team has won three con·
secutive, including a victory over
Air Force Academy and a close win
over the University of Texas El
Paso in a tiebreaker. The Rebels
also have two second-place finish·
es this year.
The Racers, losing in their two
previous head·to-hcad matches,
hope to use momentum off their
second·place finish at the Gamecock Invitational to defeat the
Rebels.
"Challenges arc what college
athletics are all about," Lollar said.
"You have to look forward to the
challenge, great deeds come from
great challenges."
Looking to the future, Lollar

five other teams in the Gamecock
Invitational last weekend in
Oxford, Miss.
With 4624 points the host team,
Jacksonville State University, 1
edged past Murray State's 4,544 for 1
the win.
Junior Kasey Meyer led the way
for the Racers, posting a first-place
finish in the smallbore with 584
points and adding to the team's
2,268 total in air rifle with a score
of 578.
Leading the way for the Racers
in the smallborc competition was
sophomore Kent Wilcox who
marked 581 points.
Wilcox also added 563 in the
smallbore.
In addition tn pllints earned by
Meyer and Wilcox, junior Harley
Jette earned 573 in the smallbore
and 540 in the air rifle.
Senior Erica Meece tallied 556
points in the smallbore. Freshman
Ashley Rose shot for 569 in the air
rifle competition.
"I thought we did some things
better this week," l.ollar said. "We
competed much better in smallbore. Kasy Meyer and Harley Jette
did a fine job."
After today the Racers will take·
signifigant break in their schedule
before returning to action against
in·statc rival match with the Uni·
versity of Kentucky in Lexington
on ]an.17.
I
Ricky Martin can be reached at
Steve Miller can be reached at
richard.m.1rtin@murraystatc.edu.
, steven.miller@murraystate.edu.
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Junior Harley Jette lines up for a shot at amatch at the Pat SpunJin Rifle RallCJe this
fall The Racers are scheduled to host the University of Mississippi at 3 p.m. today.
announced the signing of two new
shooters in Kaitlin Cleven of
Greenleaf, Wise .. and Garoline

Barber of Lincoln, Neb., for the
2009 campaign.
The Racers competed against

Without a doubt, deer is at the forefront
of most Kentucky hunters' minds in the
fall, while turkeys are relegated to a platter on the Thanksgiving table. But fall
turkey hunting can be just as exciting as
hunting during the popular spring season,
though hunters will have to change their
tactics to be successful.
The most glaring
difference between
the two seasons is
acceptable
weapons. In the fall,
firearms may be
used Dec. 6-12, but
only archery is
Steve
allowed during the
Miller
remainder of the Outdoor columnist,
season. This pre·
sents a whole new
set of challenges for the fall archery
hunter versus the spring shotgun hunter.,
Drawing back a bow increases the
chance that you will be seen or heard by
the bird, unless hunting from a blind. You
will have to be more patient, more concealed and stealthier with a bow than a
shotgun. This challenge lures hardcore
hunters to target turkeys with a bow. It is
an adrenaline-fueled experience knowing
one mishap will likely ruin your chance~
of success.
Another big difference is the use of
calls. In the fall, gobblers could not care
less about hens and are only somewhat
inclined to flock together with other gobblers. Fall gobblers usually cannot be
calJed in using hen yelps, cutts or cackleS.
Instead, you have to sound like a gobbler
to call in a gobbler in the fall. This means
using low clucks, gobbler yelps, fighting
purrs and even gobbles to attract a fall
tom.
The most popular tactic used in the fall
is scattering a flock and then calling them
back. Ironically, you want to usc as much
noise and disturbance to break up flockS
of birds (this consists of running wildly
while hooping and hollering through a
group) before you go into stealth mode.
Ideally, the flock will scatter in all directions or at least split up in two groups
because this wiU give you the best opportunity to call them back to the flush site.
After you successfully spread out the
flock, wait about 30 minutes to start calling. One of the best tactics is to just repeat
the call you hear. If a young turkey starts
cackling, give him one right back. If yotl
hear hen yelps, yelp right back at her
because you don't want her out·calling
you and getting the flock to come to her.
lf this techniques does not work or
appeal to your desires of hunting, hunting
methods similar to deer hunting can be
used. In fact, many deer hunters pick up
fall turkey tags in preparation for the likely event that a gobbler will amble past
your stand as you wait for a deer. This
manner of hunting requires scouting and
patience.
To effectively still hunt you will need to
pattern the birds. If you can pattern a
flock and fmd out when and where they
enter a feed field, cross a creek or river or
travel to and from their roost, sitting in a
blind near their path can be the mosl
effective hunting tactic of all, even if it
does not offer the excitement of calling a
bird in. Success will be directly correlated
with the amount of time spent scouting,
and most likely a lot of trial and error.
Hunters will need to change their strategy
by analyzing the information with each
hunt, hopefully getting closer and closer
to success each time out.
Whatever technique hunters employ,
harvesting a fall turkey will prove to be a
tough task. At least you probably have the
birds to yourself because other hunter!i
are usually chasing deer this time of year.
The techniques consistent from spring to
fall are good scouting, woodsmanship and
correct calling. After some hard worl<,
some patience and hopefully a little work.
you will be serving wild turkey at the
Thanksgiving or Christmas table instead
of a Butterball.

RACERS v. UT MARTIN
Keep thenews.org on your computer today and
tomorrow for updated scores after every set,
final statistics and pictures after every match the Racers
play in the OVC Championship.
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West Virgina at Louisville
#15 Michigan St. at #8 Penn St.
#14 BYU at #7 Utah
#20 Pittsburgh at #19 Cincinnati .
Florida St. at #25 Maryland
#2 Texas Tech at #5 Oklahoma
UConn at South Florida
Boston College at Wake Forest
#21 Oregon St. at Arizona St.
Ole Miss at #18 LSU
. Michigan at #10 Ohio St.

1303 Chestnut Street · Murray · 270-753-8767
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DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEX"I'BOOKS

CASH FOR BOOKS!
Our Textbook Buy Back Program nets you up to 70 percent of your money back!

EXTENDED BUYBACK HOURS
Dec. 8-12

8 am. -6 p.m.

We will buy back books bought from ANYWHERE and don't forget we have the ...

fJUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE$
ON COLLEfJE TEXTBOOKS•••
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PREPACKAGED TEXTBOOK SPECIAL
Simply drop off your schedule of classes by Dec. 12 to
SAVE BIG & reseiVe your textbooks for the Spring semester!

bradleybook.com
or by calling toll free:
@

1-888-266-5040

We pay cash for textbooks ...
year round!
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Each week. The News will pick some of the top plays In Racer athletics. To submit aplay for consideration
in Hot Shots, contact Alison Mugler at allson.mugle~murraystate.edu.

rill' Photo

(Above) Senior forward Ashley Nicole Hayes. the reignIng OVC Player of the Year
and 2008 preseason Player
of the Year. led the Racer's
offense scoring 31 of Murray
~tate's 78 points at Western
Kentucky University Satur·
day. With 25 points. Hayes
accounted for one-fourth of
the team's total score in
their 100-68 win over Bethel
College at the RSEC Tuesday.
(Right) Setter Jade Guo
received OVC Freshman of
the Year honors for her
efforts In regular season
play. Guo was also named to
the All-Newcomer OVC team
and the AII-OVC Second
ream. Guo. averaginq 10.42
assists per set against OVC
opponents. is ranked No. 2
In the conference.

Rick Burres/TheNews

(Above) With 17 tackles against the Eastern Kentucky University Colonels Saturday,
linebacker Nathan Williams extended his single-season·record -for ta~kles to
- ·''"" ~ mark eclipses the Murray State single season record for tackles. Williams.
a finalist for the Buck Buchanan Award, leads the NCAA in total tackles for the 2008
season, averaging 15.18 tackles per game In his 11 total games played.
1

Elaine Kighi/The

New.~

The gentlemen of Phi Kappa Tau have the pleasure of inviting the following ladies to the

Annual Red Gar
Jaclyn Acree
Jennifer Anderson
Amber Anderson
Michelle Banks
Paige Barton
Leslie Bean
Emily Beckman
Allie Bentley
t
Morgan Berry
Melanie Beyke
Cara Beyke
Sara Boone
Kirstin Broc
Bethany Burba
Whitney Burkeen
Courtney Campbell
Heather Carby
Annie Carman
Brittany Ciukaj
Alysa Clapp
,Tessa Cook
Amanda Couch
Kathleen Coyne
Emily Crider
Natalie Cunningham

Eliza

·

Ball

hite
Whitt
Wood
nna Wyatt
Valerie Yankowy ·
Laura Youngblood

Paige Hodum
Ashley Hornbrook
Holly Howard
Nicole Hudson
Amy Hughes
Katy Hume
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Racers

Saturday, Nov. 22"d
7:00 p.m. @ RSEC
Racer Fans, lets sell out the RSEC with
8,000 Racer Strong and keep the
Western fans out of the building.
··.Get your tickets early as the game Is
expeded to be a sell out.

SAAC - Canned Food

and Clothing Drive
to benefit Needline

FIRN400
FI/N$ GET A

FREE
T·9NIIffl
Tickets: 809-3000 or Ticketmaster.com

www.GoRacers.com
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Phone: 809-5871

seasoa
The seasonal smell of stuffing, green
bean casserole and sweet potato pie flow
thrO\lgh the family dining room.
Watch out, because these seductive
smells may lure a person's senses .a nd
taste buds into consuming almost all the
daily recotnmended caloric intab -~
meal's time.
··

Before making the second, th4-even
fourth trip back to the hou.faY buffet
spread. consider some appli.cable tactics
ensuring a happy
healthy turkey
Remember, there are always 1..~. ...........
Kathy Timmons, senior
director of undergraduate
gests to stop eating after
also recommends
al outdoor game with

ana
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l Book Review~~~~~~~~~~~

National news and gossip that's sure

to spice up your lunch conversation

''Twilight' kicks off emotional saga

Information and photos from
the Associated Press
Complied by Assistant Featur~ Editor
Charlotte K yle
The Water Cooler will return to its regular spot
next week to deliver more delicious gossip

Laura Cash
Teenage girls tend to suffer
enough from emotions, hormones,
parents and petty drama. But
I· throw forbidden love in the mix
and expect nothing but heightened
action from the blend.
"Twilight," Stephenie Meyer's
flrst book in the "Twilight" saga,
spins the reader into a whirlwind
of easily identifiable thoughts and
emotions.
Ask any teenage girl what she
struggles with daily and boys will
be somewhere on the list, typically
topping it. It is hard enough for a
girl to enter the mind of a teenage
boy, but add dark family secrets, a
secret identity and a world you
never knew existed outside of chil·
dren's fiction stories and you have
an even more confused teenage
girl.
This is the case for Isabella
,"Bella" Swan, the protagonist of
"Twilight." In the beginning of the
book, the reader learns Bella is
moving from her mother's house
in sunny I>hoenix to dreary Forks,
Wash. She dreads starting a new
school because she was an outcast
at her previous school; however,
she is amazed at how accepted and
liked she is at her new high school.
Everyone is interested in her well, everyone except for the prick
who grimaces when she first sits
next to him in biology. Edward
Cullen seems so disgusted by her
mere presence that he even tries to
change his schedule to avoid her.
Shy Bella is bewildered and
infatuated by Edward and his sib·
lings' appearances and attitudes.
She notes they only converse and
sit with one another at lunch. a
time when the other .students gos·
sip and make plans for the weekend. She also notices they are con·
~tantly missing school with the
same excuse: camping.
Obsessed with the mystery of
the Cullen family, Bella makes it
her mission to figure out their true
, identities. She slowly approaches
Edward and through many conver·
sations, the two become comfort·

Prosecutors in Santa
Barbara
charged
Heather Locklear with
misdemeanor driving
under the influence,
citing
prescription
drugs.
The California Highway Patrol said the
actress showed "obvi·
ous impairment" when
an officer noticed her
Heather
car parked on a high·
way and blocking a
Locklear
lane in Montecito,
Calif.. in September, but alcohol was ruled
out. She was tested for drugs at a police sta·
tion and released.
Locklear divorced Bon Jovi guitarist
Richie Sambora last year and sought treatment for anxiety and depression in June.
Locklear is scheduled for arraignment on
)an. 26. Her attorney. Blair Berk, had no comment when the Associate Press reached her
via e-mail Monday.

Perfume company sues Prince
A perfume company is claiming Prince
and his music publisher failed to honor a
contract to help market a fragrance named
for the album "3121." The breach-of-contract
iawsuit was filed Monday by Revelations
Perfume and Cosmetics Inc. in New York.
Revelations said it spent $2.5 million and
agreed to pay Universal half of net profits
perfume sales. It claimed Universal and
Prince haven't participated in various promotions since the fragrance launch in July
2007.

Universal spokesman Peter LoFrumento
calls the claims "completely without merit."
Prince's music studio in Chanhassen, Minn.,
did not answer several calls made by the
Associate Press.
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Start your holiday
shopping with a

from Vera Bradley.
Visit us on November 28, 2008
and receive our ~iJJ€J

~~ ?!~
FREE· with a Vera Bradley
purchase of $75 or more, but only
while supplies last. So shop early!

Friday, f\Jovember 28 only.

303

the same family the tribe made the
pact with.
With this new information, Bella
confronts Edward about his identi·
ty as a ubloodsucker." He confirms
it: Edward and his family are vam·
pires.
Don't fret; I haven't ruined anything for those of you who have
not read this novel. I recommend
reading it. Although it is a young
adult novel and written for a less
mature audience. the plot is captivating. It ic; novel for those of us
who grew up obsessed with Harry
Potter and who have since
matured.
The novel is narrated by Bella.
so there is a feminine spin on the
story. t·emales who have suffered
through the trials of the teenage
years will appreciate Bella's view·
point; Meyer does a terrific job
relating it to girls who arc the
same age as Bella.
Although the book seems long. it
is an l'asy read. You find yourself
not wanting to put it down, especially toward the end of the story.
Meyer does an excellent job with
the ending, which leaves the reader running. to grab "Twilight's"
sequel, "New Moon."
Laura Cash can be reached at
laura.cush@murraystate.edu.

Staff writer

Prescription drugs dted in Locklear case

..

November 21, 2008

IJf. 12th St. Murray

IJfext to tThe Mane ~vent
vintaaerose.com
270-759-2100

l'hnto cuurtt-~y o( amazt•n.n•rn

'Twilight,' by Stephenie Meyer. chronicles the love story between a teenage girl
named Bella and a vampire named Edward. The book's movie hits theaters today.
able with the each other.
She remains confused by the
family secret, noting all the Cullens arc impressively beautiful
with pale skin and golden eyl•s.
After asking Jacob Black, a family
friend from the rf(!ighbor ing
Q!tilcutc Indian tribe. ahoul the:
Cullens, he telb Bella their family

The

legend. He says several generations ago, his tribe encountered
"bloodsuckers," and feared these
people would kill tribe members.
The tribe leaders made a pact with
these bloodsuclcers they would not
expos~ their- identity as lo ng !ls
they stayed off their land. Jacob
tells Bella that the Cullen family is

Zero spectacles: Put away your
glasses
One spectacle: Wait until it hits
the library book shelves
Two spectacles: Buy it on
amazon.com
Thtee""spcctac:les: Rent It on' your
Kindle
Four spectacles: Buy it hardbound

Birds
The

Bees
And

Murray Stat
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Graphic novelist, alum speaks on campus
Cody Arant
Staff writer

Killing the bird

Thumb through the Undergraduate Bulletin
and you will notice there is one area of study that
Forget the org,mk.
is strangely absent: comic book or sequential art
farm-raised turkl'Y· I
production.
just want thl' ylllns,
It seems like a sort of no-brainer major to
green hean casscrol<~
offer. What 8-year·old did not want to grow up
and pumpkin pic
to make comic books? Well, believe it or not. you
(with whippcu cream
can gain the skills you need for such a career at
on top) sitting pleasantly on my grand ·
Murray State.
Murray State alumnus Chris Schweizer, author
mother's expensive
and artist of new graphic novel "Crogan's Venchina.
Whitney
gence," returns to Murray State Monday to give
Unfortunately, the
a presentation concerning how to prepare for a
enjoyment derived
Harrod
career in comic books. The presentation begins
from eating these seaat 4 p.m. in Faculty Hall room 208.
sonal delicacies comes with some obsta"(The presentation) will be three parts: a quick
cles.
breakdown of 't he contemporary comic and
J look to the left. I look the right. Classic,
graphic novel industry. a walk-through of how
awkward stares from my great uncle when
this book came about and a discussion of how to
he realizes my hypothetical boyfriend just
best use the resources and classes that Murray
I choked on a green bean stem.
State offers in order to prepare oneself for a
My male holiday guest continues to viocareer in comics. animation or concept design,"
late going-home-with-the-girlfriend ct iSchweizer said.
quette. Here are some suggestions on how
The presentation is geared toward those interto survive a potential ''Meet the Fockcrs''
ested in pursuing a career in comics, but
experience.
Schweizer will strive to keep things interesting
Parents appreciate tokens of hospitality
for more casual fans.
If you're the guest, bring the hostess gift.
"Hopefully, the presentation will be of interest '
No matter how much you want to spice up
to anyone who wants to pursue comics or anithe mundane dinner conversation, avoid
mation, but J also want it to be accessible to anyoffering gifts containing the word "akoone who is simply a fan of comics and sequential
hol" on the ingredient label. Opt for
art, to give them a behind-the-scenes look at how
spar kling cider instead. Mother's like
the stories are conceived, how the art is made
sparkling cider because they think they're
and how the industry works," Schweizer said.
drinking the "real thing."
Schweizer is uniquely qualified to give such a
Assist with dinner preparations
presentation. He graduated from Murray State in
If you really want to "date the family,"
2004 with a BFA with a focus on graphic design.
start sucking up immediately. Ask what
He and his wife Liz relocated to Atlanta, Ga.,
you can do to help prepare the meal.
where Schweizer took a job as a professor.
Maybe you can set the table, till the glass"Until recently, I was cartooning and illustrates with water or better yet, cut up the
ing full time," Schweizer said. "But this fall I took
apples for fruit salad.
a position as a professor of sequential art and
Stray from political jokes
animation at the Savannah College of Art and
You're a Democrat, but her family's
Design in Atlanta. It's tricky juggling the two, but
Republican. So, if you want to praise the
so far it's worked. I love teaching and I can't
state of Alaska, go for it. I even hear
imagine not doing both."
Alaskans eat grilled whale on 'l'h;tnksgh·Phnto courtc~y of Chn~ St hwt>ilcr
Schweizer sort of fell into his career. He said
ing.
'Crogan's Vengeance' by Chris Schweizer. the first graphicnovel inaprojected series of adventures, follows asailor
he loved comics growing up.
Otherwise, stick to scmi·controwrsial
who finds himself involved In a life of piracy. Schweizer. a Murray State alum. will speak on campus Monday.
"As I was able to draw as a kid, I would always
topics like Michelle Obama's fashion sense
of getting picked up," Schweizer said. "Based on
Vengeance," from research to production.
make my own comics and cartoons," Schweizer
or the search for the new First Dog.
the books they'd been putting out, they were my
''1 spent a lot of time researching the I ime perisaid. "It wasn't until I was 25 that it dawned on
Get to know Miss Manners
first ch<>icc for publisher- they're the only ones
od and suhject matter, and then worked out a
No burping, no chewing with your
me that 1 could do it for a living."
to whom J pitched the series, actually - and they
rough plot and character designs." Schweizer
Schweizer's graphic novel, ''Crogan's
mouth open and no cursing is allowed at
liked my idea and plot outline, so there wasn't a , the table. Don't forget, your cell ph~me
said. "Once l had these. I just started on page
Vengeance" is the first in a projected series of
whole lot of back and forth before we were
one, making up the dialogue scene-by-s~ene and
historical adventures.
should remain hidden in a pocket, on
paired up:•
drawing each scene once I had that dialogue
"Each book features a different member of the
vibrate mode. jn the living room.
nailed down. It took ju!;t ovct..a year to draw,JJut
Anyon<: who w;mtsJo.see Schweiler:S presenfictitious ~rogan family t.cee at various points
Say "please" and "thank you" when th~·
tation is invited. Copies of"Crogan's Vengeance"
I'm hoping that the next book will take less time
· throughout history." Schweizer said. "This volmashed potatoes make their way around
are available for purchase and Schweizer will be
to execute."
ume is a swashbuckler featuring 'Catfoot' Crothe mahogany table. Compliment the chef,
Schweizer pitched the book to Oni Press, an
happy to sign the book.
gan, a sailor who finds himself thrust into a life of
no matter if the carrots taste like the TV
Oregon-based comic book publisher.
Cody
Arant
can
be
reached
at
piracy."
dinner you microwaves for lunch last
"The process was surprisingly easy, in terms
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.
Schweizer spent a year working on "Crogan's
week. Golden rule: clean the plate if possible, leaving only the wishbone.
Focus your attention less on the food
Even though Thanksgiving traditionally
revolves around a five-course meal, don't
gorge yourself. You may regret that fourth
naki said. "We can really embrace
Piechocinski, senior from Lemont,
dential college will present a phil·
Whitney Harrod
helping of Aunt May's cherry pie when
the holiday spirit."
Features Editor
Ill., said Murray State's eight resianthropy table open to event attenyou wake up to pop a Turns. Instead
The Hanging of the Green was
dential colleges will also participate
dees, including a Pullen Farm recyoriginally sponsored by Student
cling table.
obsess over making a good impression.
in a tree decorating contest. She
The Grinch may have a reputaAffairs until seven years ago when
Don't kiss and tell
said a panel of judges including StuPiechocinskl said local business' tion for stealing the joy of Christ·
RCA took over the event,
When the food's wrapped up in Glades plan to set up booths and local
mas. but he's not going to steal
dent Government Association presPiechocinski said.
ware and the dessert tray begins to make
church choirs will sinJ:~ Christmas
ident Kara Mantooth, senior from
Murray State's spirit
RCA offers several programs
its way around, you m:~y feel tempted tu
carols.
As part of one the spirit flag
Owensboro, Ky.. Jeanie Morgan
share heartwarming stories. Watchoul out:
throughout the semester, including
SGA coordinator and Baurer will
New to Hanging of the Green is
events, the Residential College
avoid disclosing of stories involving }'our
the fraternity and sorority holiday
competitions among th<.• eight resijudge the trees on creativity, neatAssociation will present the Hanggirlfriends' habit of wine tasting. Grandma
dential colleges.
ness and holiday spirit.
song competition.
•·
ing of the Green 7- 9 p.m., Dec. 2. in
Mary and Grandpa Bob still believe their
"We have several events
The residential college accumuLast year Hester won first place
the Curris Center.
lating the most points at the end of grandchildren watch KET and drink grape
with a ..Homemade Hester" theme
throughout the year, and this is one
Event honoree Jim Baurer, Curris
of our most popular because it
the year will win the spirit flag.
juice.
Center director, will light the 20tree while Regents College
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
incorporates all the colleges, the
received second place with a "12
foot artificial tree.
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
whitney.harrod@murraystute.edu.
community and faculty," PicchociDays of Regents" theme. Each rcsiRCA Vice? President Samantha

Students 'deck the halls' with decorations, residential colleges compete in competition
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For Sale: Comfy oversized couch. Excellent
condition. $150 or best
offer. Call 270-243-0394
for details.
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Murray Idol allows students' musical talents to shine.
JessNaU
Staff writer

Emily CartwrightfThe News

William Copeland, freshman from Rockford, Ill., performs an original sono during Friday nlghrs Murray Idol.
Copeland. who has been playing plano for two years, competed for Lee Clan< Collec)e.

Murray State students showed off their vocal
abilities at Murray Idol Friday at Lovett Auditorium.
Performers for the competition were chosen
by pre-Idol competitions held in each residential college for two weeks prior to the event.
Contestants included Roger McDonald for
Elizabeth College, Jordan Sharp for Hart College, William Copeland for Lee Clark College,
Lasacba Conley for Regents College, Jason
Gregory for Richmond College, Candace Davenport for Springer-Franklin College and John
Logan Wood for White College.
The fll'st place was awarded to Candace Davenport, freshman from Memphis, Tenn.
Davenport, who performed "Listen" by Beyonce, said she was nervous to compete.
"I was really scared but once I got up there. I
heard my friends cheering for me so it made it
a whole lot easier to sing," Davenport said.
When her name was announced as winner,
she said she was shocked.
"I thought it was going to be William
Copeland," Davenport said. "My mom was
there, so it made (winning) so much better."
Davenport. who said she celebrated afterward at Burger King. said she won't let winning
tum her into a diva.
"I was not raised that way," Davenport said.
Second place was awarded to John Logan
Wood, sophomore from Princeton. Ky.
Lasacha Conley, senior from Atlanta, Ga.,
performed ..Beautiful Surprise" by India Arie.
"I chose this song because I was able to fmd
an accompanist for my performance and I felt
like the song shows off vocal range," Conley
said.
Roger
McDonald,
freshman
from
Edwardsville, Ill, performed "Creep" by Radiohead. McDonald said competing for Murray
Idol was one of the fli'St performances be has

done without his band.
~
"I started playing guitar about a month ago ift
front of my friends and they encouraged me to
compete in the Elizabeth competition,"
McDonald said. "I sang a song that meant
something to me and I think people can see
that."
..
William Copeland, freshman from Rockford,
IU., performed an original song on the piano.
Copeland, who said he comes from a music-orl~
ented family, said he loved the showcase of tal·
ents Murray Idol provided.
''If you have a talent, you should go aheaa
and strive for it," Copeland ,said. "Last year }
couldn't see myself being in the position I'm in
now (unless) I took a step forward to pursu~
my dreams."
•
Additional featured musical groups include
Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha Sin(onia,
the professional music fraternities in the music
department.
Judges for the competition included
MarTeze Hammonds, Murray State academic
counselor and cheerleading coach in the Ath·
letic Department; Cindy Reichmuth, local business woman; and Bobbie Weatherly, lecturer in
the English and philosophy department.
Coordinator and Regents College Head,
Richard Scott said nearly 100 people attcndeu
the event. Admission was free but guests were
asked to bring nonperishable food items to
donate to Need Line of Calloway County or the
Backpack program.
"Overall the competition went very well,"
Scott said. "All contestants were very talented
and well rehearsed. Ron Beaton from Hart College was our (Master of Ceremonies) and kept
the program moving. The RSEC staff that
worked Lovett Auditorium did a wonderful job
with the technical aspects of the show."
Murray Idol is sponsored by The Murray
State Council of College Heads.
Jess Nail can be reached at jessica.na/1@
murraystate.edu.

Students, community given opportunity to sell, purchase unique art ·
Ashley Henson
Contributing writer
Maybe your style is abstract like
Picasso. Perhaps you like the softer
side of Monet. Whatever your arteye desires, you can find a glimpse of
it tonight at the annual Holiday Art
Auction in the Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
The Murray State art and design
department is hosting the annual
auction starting witl:i a preview of
the pieces at 6 p~m.
This is the portion of the evening
where attendees can browse the

work being auctioned. Immediately
following the preview is the auction,
which includes a live and silent portion. It starts at 7:30 p.m. and features 40 pieces.
Dick Dougherty, featured art
department chair, has a piece in the
auction and said everyone in the area
is welcome to auction pieces and
attend.
"This auction has been going on
for about 10 years," Dougherty said.
"Students, faculty, alumni, local talent and friends of the departmeot
can auction of their artwork."
Art professor Sara Gutwirth is

offering her trained art abilities as
part of the auction this year. She said
she is donating the option of having
her do a portrait of the buyer or
whomever the buyer chooses.
Since thic; is a mix of students, faculty and local talent, Gutwirth said
she feels it's beneficial for students
to submit work.
"I think the students submit work
to support the department,"
Gutwirth said. "They want to help
rrusc scholarships for themselves
and others. Also, the auction is a
good place to express their work. It's
good for people to see."

Whitney Hunt, senior from Lexington, Ky., said the auction is a great
event to go to even if you aren't
involved in the art department.
"The silent auction segment is
really student-friendly," Hunt said.
"As far as the prices go, students
tend to buy more during that portion."
Proceeds generated from the auction are used to fund student scholarships. contribute to the Visitins
Artists program and for donations to
the Annemarie Campbell Memorial
Scholarship.
Last year, the auction raised more

than $5,000. Hunt said that was one
of the main reasons for submitting
her work.
"I've worked the art auction and I
have submitted work," Hunt said. "I
like how it raises money for the art
department and part of that money
goes to scholarships. It's important
to support my fellow students."
The gallery, which houses many
student and faculty works througn.:
out the year, is located in the Pric~
Doyle'tinc--.,.rts Center and admission is free.
Ashley Henson can be reached at
ashley.henson@murraystate.edu.
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the news

Our panel ''experts" will try out a variety of products
and offer their opinion every other week. In each panel
The News will feature a new fun, fresh and exciting
product for our panelists to review.

This week's product: PWIUT MeiiOrJ stick holder
Made from synthetic
leather and polyester.
PEANUT Memory stick
holder stores and protects
memory drives.

Where to buy Jt:
University Bookstore
Murray State University
201 Curris Center
809·4388

Panel says:

Lauren Lanham/The News

Thecast of 'Godspell' performs a qroup number. The musical Is based on the Bible chapter of Saint Matthew and tells the story of the life of Jesus.

'Godspell' ties faith with song
Charlotte Kyle
Assistant Features Editor
Spiritual songs anJ hymns are often
integrated into church services, but
incorporating religious clements into
musical theater productions is not quite
as common. "Godspell," however, does
just that.
Directed by David Balthrop, "Godspell"
opened last night and runs at 7:30 p.m.
today and Saturday and 2:30 p.m. Sunday
in Robert E. johnson Theatre. General
admission is $12, faculty and staff is $10
and students arc free with their Racercard.
The musical is based on the Gospel
according to Saint Matthew, telling the
life a1ld story of Jesus Christ through
song and <.hmcc.
Conceived, written ami originally
directed by John-Michad Tebelak, with
music and new lyrics by Stephen
Schwartz. "Godspell" hit Broadway in
-"!971. Since then, productions have varied
in character names, settings and costumes.
Only one thing is certllin about the production: It isn't what you might expect.
In fact, Felicia Gammon, junior from
Hawesville, Ky., said the production is

.

completely opposite of what. people
might expect.
"It's a very funny show," Gammon said.
"We interact with the audience u lot. It's
mainly that the whole time. We're either
in the audience, singing to the audience
or pulling people up to dance with us. I'm
sure there will be audience members on
stage."
Paul Corder, senior from Hardinsburg,
Ky., said that versatility attracts many to
the show.
"This show has been done many different ways," Corder said. "I think the beauty of this show is that it's open to interpretation."
Corder said people of all faiths are able
to appreciate "Godspcll."
"It has the possibility
being a Vt:ry
spiritual experience cve'n if your spirituality isn't of the Christian faith," Corder
said.
It was the contemporary t'laturc of
"Godspell" that attracted Corder to the
musical.
"Eve~g ·I've ever done has been
clasSic rqusical theater," Corder said. "I
thought it would be nice to step out of the
box and try something different"
Danielle Gosselin, senior from Westfield, Mass., said the show is different

or

than previous Murray State productions,
though that wasn't the reason she auditioned.
"I've always done the shows that :tre
here, because I want to do musical theater so 1 really wanted to try out and see
what I could do," Gosselin said.
Gosselin, who plays the role of Jesus in
the musical, said the evolution of the production was her favorite part of working
on "Godspell."
"(l love) seeing where we started to
where we are now - how much we've
grown," she said.
Gammon said she appreciated the
opportunity given to her by this production, from meeting more theater majors
and getting to know faculty members to
trying out a new role.
"I had be~ in ('Godspell') before in
high school, and I really liked it a lot,"
Gammon said. "I was only a dancer, but
there were certain roles I really wanted
to try and I actually got the role I wanted
the most because it'd be challenging for
me. (I e!&oyed) _!)eing in the show again
and a~so experiencing a new character."
Gammon said she was sure of one
thing: "The audience is going to laugh."
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.

courtesy of thestar.com

•Atter using the product, I can say that I
would use illt protects the USB
port in a stylish way and makes it
easy to grab and go. I would definitely
suggest using this to keep hold
of and protect your USB port."
- Omaun Covington
Black Student Council president

"'Iactually needed a new way to attach my
memory stick to my keychain-the caps on
those always tend to slip off or break-so I
liked this product. The only neQative is that
the metal ring is an open spiral instead of a
closed loop, and the sleeve slipped off in
my bag. I'd be nervous about loslnq my
JumpDrive accidentally."
- Holly Goddard Jones
Assistant professor of English and
philosophy

ihe Peanut memory stick holder is pretty
nifty. It was easy to find in my bag and protected the drive from spills, dirt and damaQe.
I like anything with neoprene."
-Josh Jacobs
Chief of Staff
"My zip drive Is already on a key chain, so
it didn't serve a purpose for me. I see
where it might help if you have the
memory stick that fits In, but I still would
weny-abottt-iHaHinq-eut because it didn't
have anything to fasten il "
- Kara Mantooth
Student Government Association president

'Tis the season to shop.

'Mar8
$11.50

Murray State wants to know what specials
you have this shopping season. Let them
know that you have that special something
for that someone special this year with
The Murray State News.
Call our advertising office at
809 4478 to learn how you can get
ay State's attention.
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For this holiday season, The News
is also offering holiday greeting ads.
For more information, contact one of our
sales representatives at 809-4478.
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